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1.

Introduction

A joint meeting of the DARPAInternet Engineering and Internet Architecture
Task Forces was held Wednesday through Friday, 15-17 October 1986, at SRI in
Menlo Park, California.
The meeting was hosted by Jake Feinler

and the Network Information Center.
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2.

Attendees

Name

Bob Braden
Hans-Werner Braun
Scott Brim
Robert Broberg
Ross Callon
Noel Chiappa
Dave Clark
Dave Crocker
Mike Corrigan
Barbara Denny
Kevin Dunlap
Jake Feinler
Jose Garcia-Luna
Marianne Gardner
Phill Gross
Ken Harrenstien
Jim Herman
Robert Hinden
Ole Jacobson
Mike Karels
Mark Lottor
Stan Mantiply
Milo Medin
David Mills
Paul Mockapetris
John Moy
Tassos Nakassis
Ron Natalie
Carl-Herbert Rokitanski
Marshall Rose
Mary Stahl
Mike St. Johns
Zaw-Sing Su
Dave Van Belleghem
Lixia Zhang

Organization
ISI
U of Mich
Cornell
U-Bass
BBN
Proteon,MIT
MIT
U-Bass
OSD
SRI
DEC/UCB
SRI
SRI
BBNCC
MITRE
SRI
BBN
BBNCC
SRI
UCBerkeley
SRI
U-Bass
NASA/Ames
Linkabit
ISI
Proteon
NBS
BRL
DFVLR
Northrop
SRI

DC~/B6~~
SRI
NSF
MIT-LCS
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Net Address
braden@venera.isi.edu
hwb~gw.umich.edu
swb@dewax.tn.cornell.edu
robert~oub.com@csnet-relay
rcallon@bbn-unix
jnc@proteon.com
dclark@mit-multics
dcrocker~ub.com@csnet-relay
corrigan@sri-nic
denny@sri-tsc
kjd~berkeley.arpa
feinler@sri-nic
garcia@sri-tsc
mgardner@bbncc5
gross@mitre
klh@sri-nic
herman@ccj.bbn.com
hinden@bbnccv
ole@sri-nic
karels@berkeley.edu.
mkl@sri-nic
stang~ub.com@csnet-relay
medin@orion.arpa
mills@isid.arpa
pvm@isi.edu
jmoy@proteon.com
nakassis@nbs-vm,
Ron@brl
roki@isid
mtr@nrtc.northrop.com
stahl@sri-nic
stjohns@sri-nic
zsu@sri-tsc
vanb~nrl-acoustlcs.arpa
lixia@xx.mit.edu
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3.

Agenda

Prior to the meeting, it was agreed that IETF would meet Oct. 15-16 and INARC
would meet Oct. 16-17. On the joint day (Oct. 16), IETF would set the agenda for
the morning and INARCwould set the agenda for the afternoon. The agenda for
IETF is below. The agenda for INARCwas less structured
and centered around
open discussion of future IAB and Task Force activities.
Wednesday,

October

9:00 am
9:15 am

5:00 pm

Thursday,

12 noon
1:30 pm

5:00 pm

Friday,

Opening Plenary
Workshops
- Routing and EGP, M. StJohns (DDN)
- DoD/ISOInteroperability,
P. Gross (MITRE)
- NameDomains for Milnet, M. Karels (UCB)
Recess

October

9:00 am

October

15

16

Presentations
and Workshop Reports
Premises Technology Study, J. Herman (BBN)
Arpanet Congestion, M. Gardner (BBN)
Workshop Reports
- Routing and EGP, M. StJohns (DDN)
- DoD/ISOInteroperability,
P. Gross (MITRE)
- NameDomains for Milnet, M. Karels (UCB)
Lunch
Presentations (Continued)
Cluster Mask RFCs, C-H. Rokitanski (DFVLR)
NSFnet Status, H.W. Braun (UMich) and S. Brim (Cornell)
Multiple Satellite System Overview, D. Mills (UDel)
IAB Report, Dave Clark (MIT)
Recess

17

INARC

-8-
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4.
4.1

Meeting

Notes

October

15,

1980

The first day of the joint meeting opened with a brief plenary, which included an
overview of NASAnetworks by Milo Medin. The remainder of the day was devoted
to three parallel workshops on
Routing and EGP, led by M. StJohns (DDN)
DoD/ISOInteroperability,
led by P. Gross (MITRE)
NameDomains for Milnet, led by M. Karels (UCB).
The results
4.2

of the workshops were reported to the full group on the following day.

October

16,

1986

The first presentation of the morning, titled Premises Technology Study, was made
by Jim Herman (BBN). The goal of this study was to provide DCAplanners with
inf_0rmatio_n about local (i.e., premise) communications and, conversely, to provide
military planners with information on DDN.It turns out that many local planners
have little
or no knowledge of DDNand the Internet.
Herman described large
communication architectures
for each of the three military services. One mildly
suprising result was that all of the services had a long term comm|ttment to ISO
and/or ISDN, and in some cases preferred their use to DDN.As a result, one of his
conclusions was that DDNneeded a clear ISO migration path. In addition,
he
stressed that developments at the premises level will effect all aspects of DDN.
Therefore, coordination between DDNand local users is essential.
Marianne Gardner then brightened our day with some sobering news on Arpanet
congestion. She noted the interesting facts that data are going farther through the
net these days (3.5 hops in June 1986, as opposed to 2.7 hop the previous year) and
5~ of the communicating pairs account for 50~ of the traffic.
Although there are
other influencing factors, she contended the current Arpanet congestion problems
are due primarily to it’s being underconfigured. Based on simulations that showed
a reduction in link utilization
from 75~o to 50~, she recommendedthe addition of
three lines and upgrading five nodes to C-300’s. A question,
that remained
unanswered, was how this proposed upgrade would interact
with the NSFnet
upgrade.
Mike Karels summarized the results
of the Name Domain Workshop. Although
their primary focus was to explore the transition to Domains in the Milnet, he cited
the following general problems:
- caching of negative replies
- longer TTLs
- sorting of addresses
- retransmission strategy
- unknown effects on mail
- need to extend set of types
- need stable top-level server for Unix

Jolnt
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His group proposed a three step transition for Milnet:
1) deploy root servers across Milnet; remove non-Domain names from
the host table,
2) assist Milnet in installing standard resolvers and servers; use
only domain-style names available from servers,
3) NIC no longer supports Host table
For the first step, they proposed a DDNManagementBulletin directing the NIC to
remove all non-Domain aliases from the host table and for users to begin using
p rimary host n ames.
(Note: Ron Natalie and Mike Karels produced an excellent set of notes from their
meeting, as well as provided a number of relevant documents. Their notes and
documents are distributed with the Proceedings.)
Mike St Johns reported
proposals such as:

on the Routing Workshop.

He listed

several

concrete

- Version Negotiation
- Split Updates
- Fixed Metric Routing
He also cited the desparate need for routing cycles and suggested an SPF-type
algorithm. He gave proposed packet formats for the first two items above (included
in the Prcoeedings) but stopped short of an implementation schedule.
Phill Gross summarized the results of the DoD/ISO Interoperability
workshop. He
began by repeating some of his talk from the previous IETF meeting in which he
described the standards process and gave the status of the relevant ISO standards.
He was able to distribute copies of the proposed ANSIX3S3.3 Routing Architecture
that is being edited by Paul Tsuchiya of MITRE.
Gross reported that there had been a long discussion in their group concerning
interoperability
between two pure stacks and between mixed stacks as embodied by
Marshall Rose’s ISODE work. Although ISODE is clearly important, some in the
group felt that the DoDintention of buying off-the-shelf ISO products would lessen
ISODE’s impact in a DoDtransition
scheme.
Three alternate approaches were presented for interoperation at the IP level:
1) Separate virtual Internets
2) Mutual encapsulation
3) IP translation
In the first case, certain gateways would have the capability to switch both DoD
and ISO IP datagram~. Since there are no ISO routing protocols at the moment,
the ISO IP would use either static routing or share the DoDrouting tables. In
either case, there would be addressing and routing issues to consider. In the second
scheme, gateways would encapsulate
datagrams of one protocol family when
transiting system.~ of the other type. Neither of these two schemes actually provides
interoperation between the families; it provides only for closed communities to use
the same facilities.
Gross described dual protocol hosts and application layer
bridges which could provide such interoperation in the first case.
There were a number of concerns with mutual encapsulation and the group was not
able to convince itself that the trouble was worth the value-added. IP translation
-5-
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would be useful only if the two protocol groups were using the same protocols at the
higher levels and therefore may have use in an ISODE-type approach. This was not
pursued in detail.
Rokitanski presented an overview of two proposed RFC’s on his cluster
scheme. The text is online and he solicited
comments from the group.
RFC’s, which are in his directory at A.ISI.EDU, are titled:
"Clustering Addressing Scheme" (~ roki ~ rfcclu.txt)
"Application of the Clustering
(< roki > rfcpdn.txt).

mask
They

and

Scheme to Public Data Networks"

Scott Brim and Hans-Werner Braun presented a status report on NSFnet and
related activities.
Brim noted that the NSFnet backbone and USANhave been
installed.
A network based on USANand NYSERnet, a New York state regional
network, are still the process of installation.
He cited several other efforts in
various states of readiness and drew a picture in which the Arpanet/Internet was a
small bubble. Braun gave an overview of Merit and other University of Michican
network connectivity. He also had a picture of NSFnet (produced beautifully on
Diamond system), which showed Arpanet as a somewhat larger bubble. He used
these pictures to argue pursuasively for Type-of-Service routing.
Dave Mills gave a presentation on the Multiple Satellite System. This is a system
of 240 satellites
randomly positioned in 800 Kmorbits. In such a system, each
satellite
has about 37 crosslinks at any time. These crosslinks would be changing
constantly but for now only the static case was investigated.
The large number of
nodes and high degree of conectivity
makes this a very complex problem. Mills
presented four alternative routing algorithms and gave simulation results.
Dave Clark gave a report of the Internet Activity Board (IAB) meeting from the
previous day. He said that there is a new task force proposed to coordinate
activities on the proposed Inter-agency Research Internet (IRI). He reported that
new chair had been designated for the Autonomous Systems Task Force. He also
reported
on the Network Program Advisory Board (NPAG), chaired by Dave
Farber, that will assist NSFnet into existence. It will have three subcommittees
dealing with policy, operations and technical issues. It was suggested that the
technical group might never meet but, if it did, it might very well coordinate
activities
with the IETF. Clark mentioned a proposed newsletter by Dan Lynch
and a proposed effort called the Coalition for Working Systems. He finished with
an interesting
discussion in which he said that the IAB is not purely a DARPA
vehicle but rather has inter-agency responsibilities.
4.3

October

17,

1986

Friday was an INARCday and was spent discussing long range requirements.
It
was a rapid paced, far ranging discussion, in which the realities
of funding and
level of contributions by current participants was never far from the central issue.
It was hard for this Scribe to both keep notes and participate (believe me, you had
’
to be there).
Both Mills and Clark pitched
new ideas and new management. Clark, in
particular,
returned to the idea of a new "Blue Sky" Task Force to help set future

Joint IETF and INARC
long term directions.
When Mills made a list of the topics that INARC had
attacked (which included subnetting,
congestion control,
routing and EGP,
partitioned
nets and host-to-gateway
requirements),
it was pointed out only
subnetting had reached any sort of resolution. Clark responded with a list of both
mid-range issues for an "IRI Task Force" and long term topics for a "Blue Sky
Task Force"
Mid Range IRI Issues
- minimumdelay routing
- multi-path routing
- dial-up links
- type-of-service routing
- ISO transition
- null networks
- open management architecture
- congestion control
- size
- speed
Long Range Blue Sky Visions
- speed (1-100 Gbps medium, 10-100 Mbps to application
- size (up to 200 million endpoints, i.e. approaching telephone)
- dynamics (cf, cellular telephones and humanmoblity)
- security
- robustness
- resource control
- cost ($100- $1000 per endpoint)
Clark pointed out that the highest TCP speed today was about eight megabits per
second for a Cray to Cray transfer over a Hyperchannel. He contrasted this with
the backplane needed in the entire net if you want to do full screen video page
updates rapidly (eg, .1 - 1 second). He said that you can’t afford a lot of queuing
with that type of speed so he envisioned that pure packet switching is not the
answer. As examples of applications
that would require that type of networking
capability, he cited three projects proposed by Cerf and Kahn. They are a National
Library System, a National Knowledge Base and and an Information Infrastructure.
It was pointed out that there are at least three good opportunities
experimentation within the present Task Force activities.
These were
- congestion control using Nagle and Zhang’s proposals,
- type-of-service routing using the NSFnet topology and
- Rokitanski’s very well thought out Cluster Mask scheme.

for

This led to another discussion of IETF and INARCgoals and how objectives can be
reached, during which Clark reiterated
the need for two new Task Forces (IRI and
Blue Sky). The meeting was finally adjourned by the airline schedule.
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Premises TechnologyStudy
Jim Herman
Director, Telecommunications
Consulting
BBNCommunications

Outline
¯ Goalsfor the Study
¯ Service-WideArchitectures
¯ Current Environment
¯ ConclusionsSo Far

Goalsfor the Study
Provide DCAPlannerswith Information and
Insight on Local Level Communications
Provide MILDEP
Planners with Information
and Insight on DDN
¯ Recommend
Changesto DDNto Better
Accomodate
Future Military Premises
Communication Systems
¯ Recommend
Guidelines for Military Premises
Architecturesthat Promote
Full Fu~~ction
Interoperability with DDN

Interviews
¯ USAISC-Ft. Huachuca
Plans, Systemsand Technical, Reqs.
¯ Starnet PMO
andISEC- Ft. Belvoir
¯ NAVDAC-Wash. Navy Yard
¯ AFCC-Scott AFB
¯ USAF/SIT-Pentagon
¯ USAF/ULANAPMO- Hanscom AFB
¯ OSD/ASD
(C 31)/iS
¯ Commands:
USAFASD, USAFAFLC - WPAFB
NARDAC, NAVSEA- DC
¯ DCSIntegration Directorate- DCAHQ
¯ Pentagon- DefenseTelecom. System
¯ Ford Motor Company

White Papers Produced
¯ Service-WideArchitectures
¯ DoDinternet Architecture
¯ LANTechnology
¯ PBXTechnology
¯ Datakit Technology
¯ FDDIStandard
¯ LANsvs ISDN

Outline
¯ Goalsfor the Study
¯ Service-WideArchitectures
¯ Current Environment
¯ ConclusionsSo Far

Service-WideArchitectures
¯ ~xistence of Service-WideIS Plannin~
¯ Service-Wide
ArchitecturesStill in VeryEarly
Stages of Development
¯ Service-Wide
ArchitecturesHaveLittle or No
Effect on Today’s Procurements
¯ Services Planning for Common-User
Local
CommunicationSystems (LANs and ISDN)

,,

Service-WideArchitectures
Local CommunicationSystems
¯ Air Force Army,and Navy9 Committedto ISDN
’
___....
for Long-Term
(Late 90’s)
¯ Air ForceandNavyInclude LANsas Well
¯ Efforts Underway
to AssessRequirements
for
CommonUser Local Comm.Systems
¯ ComplexMultiple LANEnvironment Seems
To Be Most Likely Outcome
for Early 1990’s
to ISO Protocol
¯ Long-TermCommitment
Standardsby all Services
¯ Long-TermCommitment
to Optical Fiber Cable
for BaseBackboneWiring
¯ Air Force PushingDoDStandardsfor Near-Term
¯ Armyand NavyShowingLittle Supportfor DoD
Protocols

Air ForceTargetArchitecture- LITA
Local InformationTransferArchitecture
¯ Oneor MoreInformation NodesContaining ISDN
Switch and Packet Data Module
¯ Low-Speed
Data Access(<64 Kbs) to Packet
Data Modulevia ISDNSwitch Over Standard
TwistedPair
¯ High-SpeedData Access(Several Mbs) Through
Departmental-LevelLANsConnectedto a
Packet Data Module
¯ PacketDataModuleswill Interface to Long-Haul
Services
¯ Fiber Optic CableUsedto Interconnect
Information Transfer Nodesand to Connect
LANsto Packet Data Module
¯ IEEEStandardsAdoptedfor LANs(802.2,3,4,5)

¯

¯

¯

¯
¯
¯

¯

Information Systems Concep~usl Building Block~

m

ARMY
Information Architecture
¯ Three-TierArchitecture
SNAis Chosenas Near-TermCommunication
Architecturefor Tiers 1 and2
¯ Long-Term
Architecture is ISDNand ISO
Protocols, FDDIFor Host-Level LANs
¯ IEEE802.3 LANa Near-TermStandardBut
ISC ReviewingExisting.LAN Programs
¯ Strong Commitment
to Fiber as Opposed
to
Coaxial Cable - CoaxViewedas Mistake
¯ ISCPreferingData Switching(RS232)to LANs
For Office Communication
ProposingUseof Data Concentrators/Switches
Locatedat PlannedLocations for ISDN
Switching Elementsand Interconnectedby
Fiber Optics
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¯ Promoting
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Service-WideArchitectures and DDN
¯ Service-Wide
ArchitecturesCall for Significant
Use of DDN
DDNBecomesWide-Area Interconnect Between
Local Comm.Systemsrather thanInterfacing
Individual Hosts
¯ GatewaysBetweenDDNand Local Comm.
SystemsWill be ServicesResponsibility
¯ Local Comm.
Architectures Do Not Seemto
RecognizeDoDInternet Architecture

DoDInternet Architecture
¯ TheDoDProtocol Suite (TCP/IPin Particular)
Anticipates a Complex,
Multi-Network Enwronment
¯ TheDoDInternet Includes an Addressing
Schemewhich Should Apply to ALL DoD
Common
User Communication Systems
¯ Addressingand Directory ServicesDo Require
DoD-WideCoordination
¯ The DoDInternet SystemsTodayServices
Over a HundredLANsConnectedto Either
MILNET or ARPANET
¯ Today’sInternet GatewaysImplement
StandardizedProtocols That Allow for the
Connection of Common
User Local Comm.
Systems To DDN
¯ TheDoDInternet RequiresSignificant Evolution
to Meet the Growth in Base-Level Common
User Comm.Systems
¯ AccessControl
¯ Addressing
¯ Directory Services
o ISOMigration

I’LLI
Z

Outline
¯ Goalsfor the Study
¯ ServiceArchitectures
¯ Current Environment
¯ ConclusionsSo Far

Current Environment
DominantLocal CommunicationTechnologyis
TwistedPair, Point-to-PointCircuits

~

in LANsare Taking Place
¯ Significant Purchases
in All Services
¯ Most LANPurchasesTodayare for Wire
ReplacementRather than True Networks
¯ ManyLANsOffer only RS232to RS232and
Provide Terminal-to-HostConnectivity
¯ MostLANsUseVendorProprietaryProtocols
Rather than TCP/IP
Migration to Host-to-HostTransfersandUseof
TCP/IP over LANsLikely In Next TwoYears

Current LANTechnologies
BroadbandLAN(CATV)is Dominant For
Military BaseApplications
Ethernet Popular In DEC-orientedEnvironments
¯ MostVendors
Still Concentratingon Proprietary
LANProtocols
¯ OpenSystemsLANsGenerally Cost
Significantly Morethan Vendor-Specific

Current Environmentand DDN
¯ Gatewaysto DDNMust Provide Full Set of DoD
Protocols
¯ LANsViewedLargely as BackendTerminal
Connection Mechanism
¯ FewHosts Expect to Connectto DDNOver a
LAN Today
¯ LAN-TAC
ConnectionsVery Important

Terminals

DDN

Original DDN

Terminals
LAN
N~U

T
E
R
M
I
N
A
L
S

DDN
Token
Ring

LANUse on DDNToday

NIU

Current Environment
ExampleMilitary Base
¯ TechControl is Hubfor PremisesCommunication
Personnelin TechControl UnderstandCables,
Modems,Etc. And They Have Test Equipment
Dial Central Office Servesas a Wire HubBut
Personnel Not Oriented TowardsData
¯ ComputerCentersare User Oriented and Do Not
Have Proper Test Equipment
Putting the PSNin TechControl WouldSimplify
TroubleshootingWide-AreaCircuits
¯ On-BaseCircuits RemainTroubleshootingProblem
CouldUseMultiplexors to UseFewer Wires
BetweenTech Control and OtherBuildings
¯ Future Developments
Circuits
- Multiple Entry Points for Wide-Area
- ArchitecturesMayDistribute Wire Hubs
Base Information Management
Centers Planned
BIMCMay Need Status Link to DDNMC
Base Will Increasingly Take First Responsibility
for User Support Function

Example

Dial Central

Military
Today

Base

Office

Computer

"ech Control

SatCom

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

5

Central Office Telephone Switch
Gateway to LAN
Host Computer
Local Area Network (LAN)
TA’C
PSN
Wide-Area Terrestrial
Circuits
On-Base Twisted-Pair
Circuits

Center

Terminals
LAN

DDN

LANAs Network

Terminals
LAN

I
DDN
Token
Ring

Reliable Connection
of LAN

MilitaryBase Common User CommunicationsSystem

/
DDN

Eventual DDN

Outline
¯ Goalsfor the Study
¯ ServiceArchitectures
¯ Current Environment
¯ ConclusionsSo Far

Conclusions
¯ DDNMust Prepare for Attachment of Common
User CommunicationSystems
¯ Developments
at the PremisesLevel Will Effect
All Aspectsof DDN’sArchitecture
-Interface Speeds,Protocols
- Typesof Services Required
- Management
Proceduresand Relationships
- Tariff andAccessControl
¯ Gatewaysto LANs,ISDNData Moduleswill be
-~,~~:~--’~
Primary DDNSubscribers
¯ DDNMigration to ISOStandardsEssential
¯ AccessControl, Addressing,Directory Services,
and DoD-WideNetwork Managementare
KeyIssues to Resolve
¯ Service-WidePlanning ShouldFactor the DoD
Internet ArchitectureInto Their
Architectures
¯ Coordination BetweenLocal-Level and DDN
Planningis Essentialfor Effective
End-to-End DoDCommunications
¯ Common-User
SystemsWill Improve the
Reliability, Survivabilty, andManageability
of
All DoDSystems
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HTM STATISTICS PARTITIONED BY THE PRESENCE
OF ONE OR TWO GATEWAYS IN THE HOST PAIR
(Based on 5-day oolleotion
June zz to zz. 1986),

¯ OTAL TRAFFIG
GWY--GWy
GWY SOURCE
GWYDEST.
HOST-HOST
ALL PRS

50,641,812

1503

18,943,512

2185

17,821,290
15,247,823
102,653,943

¯ oF TOT~~
~

1907
2405
8000

THIS TRAFFIC

GWY-GWY

49.33%

42.55%

GWY SOURCE

18.45%

63.

GWY DEST.

17.36%

64.

HOST-HOST

14.86%
ALL HOST PRS I00.00~

70.21%
48.31

*corrected for gateway test-host traffic
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[ NETINFO:IHOST-TEMPLATE.TXT.

]

[ 9/86,

DBDOC

]

This file contains
the format
for submitting
new internet
host entries
to be included
the DoD Internet
Host Table.
It may be retrieved
via
FTP by getting
the file NETINFO:IHOST-TEMPLATE.TXT.
The

format

HOST

for

: ADDR

entries

is:

: HOSTNAME,NICKNAME

: CPUTYPE

: OPSYS

: PROTOCOLS

:

Where:
ADDR = internet
address
in decimal,
e.g., 128.18.0.201
HOSTNAME,NICKNAME
= host name and nickname
(See NOTE, below)
CPUTYPE
= machine
type (PDP-II/44,
VAX-II/780,
LSI-II/23,
C/70, etc.)
OPSYS = operating
system
(UNIX,
VMS, MOS, TOPS20,
etc.)
PROTOCOLS
= transport/service
(TCP/TELNET,
TCP/SMTP,TCP/FTP,
etc.)
: (colon)
= field delimiter
:: (2 colons)
= null field
Example
Host : 128.18.0.201
TCP/SMTP,TCP/TIME,

: SRI-TSCA,
TCP/FINGER

TSCA
:

: PDP-II/44

: UNIX

: TCP/TELNET,

TCP/FTP,

NOTE: The purpose
of nicknames
is to allow for a smooth
transition
when name changes
take place.
No nicknames
will be accepted
for
new hosts,
and old nicknames
will be gradually
phased
out. User
programs
may use whatever
name abbreviations
they wish locally,
within
their own system.
We

would also appreciate
receiving
the name, address,
phone number,
and
electronic
mailbox
for a point of contact.
This information
will be
added to our data base, if not entered
already,
and that person
will be
designated
as a liaison
for any questions
regarding
this internet
host.

Requests

may

be

sent

to

the

mailbox

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA.

[ NETINFO:DOMAIN-TEMPLATE.TXT

]

[ 8/86,

To establish
a domain,
the following
information
the NIC Domain Registrar
(HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA)

must

be

provided

DBDOC
to

Note: The key people
must have computer
mail mailboxes
and
NIC "Handles",
unique
NIC database
identifiers.
If they do not
at present,
please
remedy
the situation
at once. A NIC Handle
may
be established
by contacting
REGISTRAR@SRI-NIC.ARPA.
I)

The
For

name

of

the

example:

top

level

domain

to

join.

EDU

2) The name, title,
mailing
address,
phone number,
and organization
of the achninistrative
head of the organization.
This is the contact
point for administrative
and policy
questions
about the domain.
In
the case of a research
project,
this should
be the Principal
Investigator.
The online
mailbox
and NIC Handle
of this person
should
also be included.
For example

:

Administrator
Organization
Name
Title
Mail Address

Phone Number
Net Mailbox
NIC Handle

USC/Information
Sciences
Institute
Keith Uncapher
Executive
Director
USC/ISI
4676 Admiralty
Way, Suite I001
Marina
del Rey, CA. 90292-6695
213-822-1511
Uncapher@USC-I
SIB. ARPA
KU

3) The name, title,
mailing
address,
phone number,
and organization
of the domain
technical
contact.
The online
mailbox
and NIC Handle
of
the domain
technical
contact
should
also be included.
This is the
contact
point for problems
with the domain
and for updating
information
about the domain.
Also, the domain
technical
contact
may
be responsible
for hosts in this domain.

For example:
Technical

Contact

Organization
Name
Title
Mail Address

Phone Number
Net Mailbox
NIC Handle
4)
of

The
the

USC/Information
Sciences
Institute
Craig Milo Rogers
Researcher
USC/ISI
4676 Admiralty
Way, Suite I001
Marina
del Rey, CA. 90292-6695
213-822-1511
Rogers@USC-ISIB.ARPA
CMR

name, title,
mailing
address,
phone number,
zone technical
contact.
The online
mailbox

and organization
and NIC Handle
of

]

the zone technical
contact
shouJd
also be included.
This
contact
point for problems
with the zone and for updating
about the zone. In many cases the zone technical
contact
domain
technical
contact
will be the same person.
For

is the
information
and the

example:
Technical

Contact

Organization
Name
Title
Mail Address

USC/Information
Sciences
Institute
Craig Milo Rogers
Researcher
USC/ISI
4676 Admiralty
Way, Suite i001
Marina
del Rey, CA. 90292-6695
213-822-1511
Rogers@USC-ISIB.ARPA
CMR

Phone Number
Net Mailbox
NIC Handle

5) The name of the domain
(up to 12 characters).
This is the name
that will be used in tables
and lists associating
the domain
and the
domain
server
addresses.
[While
technically
domain
names can be
quite long (programmers
beware),
shorter
names are easier
for people
to cope with.]
For

example:

ALPHA-BETA

6) A description
of the servers
translating
name to address
for
they will be operational.

that
hosts

provides
in this

A good way to answer
this question
is to
supplied
by person
or company
X and does
issue server does".
For example:
the NIC, and
l-November-84.

and

software

(b) host domain
name
each connected
net)

and

(c) any domain-style
nickname
request
to
For

hardware
VAX-II/750
IBM-PC
DEC-1090

server
is
their standard

(using

net

nicknames
one)

and

keywords

UNIX,
MS-DOS,
TOPS-20

from

the

Assigned

addresses

(what

host

on

(please

limit

your

domain-style

software

and
and
and

by

two independent
servers
for the
machine
and its back-up,
including:

example:
(a)

say "Our
whatever

service
for
the date

Our server
is a copy of the server
operated
will be installed
and made operational
on

7) Domains
should
provide
at least
domain.
A description
of the server
(a) hardware
Numbers)

the domain
domain,
and

or
or

what

net

(b)

host

domain

name

BAR.FOO.EDU
(c)

domain-style

on

ARPANET

nickname

(same

Planned
mapping
server
machines,
For example

net address

I0.9.0.193

BR.FOO.EDU
8)
the

and

as BAR.FOO.EDU

10.9.0.13

of names of any other
into the new domain’s

on

network
naming

ARPANET)

hosts,
space.

other

than

:
(i0.8.0.193)
(i0.7.0.193)
(I0.6.0.193)

FOO2-BAR.ARPA
FOO3-BAR.ARPA
FOO4-BAR.ARPA

-> BAR.FOO2.EDU
-> BAR.FOO3.EDU
-> BAR.FOO4.EDU

9) Delegation
for networks
in your domain
for inclusion
in the
IN-ADDR.ZONE
files,
and the fully qualified
domain
names for the
IN-ADDR
server
sites for each network.
(If the IN-ADDR
servers
are omitted,
the servers
specified
for the domain
will be used
as the default
when the IN-ADDR.ZONE
file is generated.)
For example:
Network

Address

Name

(BBN-TEST-A)
(MIT-AI-NET)

41.IN-ADDR.ARPA
52.128.IN-ADDR.ARPA

IN ADDR

Servers

PREP.AI.MIT.EDU,
HERMES.AI.MIT.EDU,
GUTENBERG.AI.MIT.EDU

(In the above example,
a delegated
IN ADDR Server
was not
specified
for network
41.0.0.0,
so delegation
will default
to
the domain
servers
for the domain
submitting
the application.
Whereas,
the network
at 128.52.0.0
will be delegated
to the IN
ADDR servers
specified.)

I0)

An
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

estimate

of

the

number

of

hosts

that

will

be

in

the

domain.

initially,
within one year,
two years, and
five years.

For example:
(a) initially
(b) one year
(c) two years
(d) five years
ii) A date when you
become
the official

=
=
=
=

50
I00
200
500

expect
the fully
qualified
host name in HOSTS.TXT.

domain

name

to

Please
note: If changing
to a fully qualified
domain
name, e.g.
FOO.BAR.EDU,
causes
a change
to the official
host name of an
ARPANET
or MILNET
host, DCA approval
must be obtained

beforehand.
Allow i0
be processed.
ARPANET
ARPANETMGR@DDNI.ARPA.
HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA,

working
days for your requested
sites
should
contact
MILNET
sites should
contact
(800) 235-3155,
for further

changes

to

[SRI-NIC]
Domains
Top

NETINFO:DOMAIN-INFO.TXT
registered

level

level

AC.UK
BBN.COM
BGSU.EDU
BU.EDU
CARLETON.EDU
COLORADO.EDU
CSC.ORG
DEC.COM
DUKE.EDU
GE.COM
HOUSTON.EDU
INTEL.COM
LEHIGH.EDU
MERIT.EDU
MORAVIAN.EDU
NEXT.COM
NSC.COM
OKSTATE.EDU
PSU.EDU
RIACS.EDU
RUTGERS.EDU
SRC.ORG
SUN.COM
SYR.EDU
TMC.COM
UB.COM
UCI.EDU
UDEL.EDU
UKANS.EDU
UMICH.EDU
UOREGON.EDU
USF.EDU
UWP.EDU
VT.EDU
WELLESLEY.EDU
WKU.EDU

To find
domain,
@WHOIS

the

NIC

as of

1986

10/7/86:

domains:

ARPA, AU,
UK, US
Second

with

October

COM,

EDU,

FR,

GOV,

IL,

JP,

KR,

MIL,

NET,

NL,

ORG,

SE,

domains:
ADELIE.COM
BELL-ATL.COM
BOEING.COM
BUCK.COM
CCA.COM
COLUMBIA.EDU
CSS.GOV
DEPAUL.EDU
EMORY.EDU
GMR.COM
HP.COM
ISC.COM
MCC.COM
MICH-STATE.EDU
MOSIS.EDU
NORTHEASTERN.EDU
NTSU.EDU
OLIVETTI.COM
PURDUE.EDU
RICE.EDU
SDSU.EDU
SRI.COM
SUNYSB.EDU
TEK.COM
TMC.EDU
UCAR.EDU
UCLA.EDU
UFL.EDU
UMASS.EDU
UNC.EDU
UPENN.EDU
USL.EDU
VILLANOVA.EDU
WANGINST.EDU
WFU.EDU
WRIGHT.EDU

out the administrative,
do "whois
DOMAINAME",
CALTECH.EDU

ARIZONA.EDU
BELLCORE.COM
BRL.MIL
BUFFALO.EDU
CMU.EDU
CORNELL.EDU
DARPA.MIL
DSPO.GOV
FMC.COM
GREBYN.COM
IBM.COM
ISI.EDU
MCNC.ORG
MIT.EDU
NASA.GOV
NORTHROP.COM
NYU.EDU
PITTSBURGH.EDU
PYR.COM
ROCHESTER.EDU
SIEMENS.COM
STANFORD.EDU
SUPER.ORG
THINK.COM
TORONTO.EDU
UCDAVIS.EDU
UCSD.EDU
UIOWA.EDU
UMB.EDU
UNLV.EDU
USC.EDU
UTA.EDU
VIRGINIA.EDU
WASHINGTON.EDU
WILLIAMS.EDU
XEROX.COM

technical
e.g.

and

zone

ATT.COM
Berkeley.EDU
BROWN.EDU
CALTECH.EDU
COLGATE.EDU
CS.NET
DARTMOUTH.EDU
DU.EDU
GATECH.EDU
HARVARD.EDU
INDIANA.EDU
ITCORP.COM
MECC.COM
MITRE.ORG
NBI.COM
NOSC.MIL
OGC.EDU
PROTEON.COM
RCA. COM
RP I. EDU
SJU.EDU
STARGATE. COM
SYMBOLICS . COM
TI.COM
UAB.EDU
UCHICAGO.EDU
UCSF.EDU
UIUC.EDU
UMD.EDU
UNM.EDU
USD.EDU
UTEXAS.EDU
VSE.COM
WATERLOO.EDU
WISC.EDU

contacts

<Return>

California
Institute
of Technology
CIT-PHYSCOMP
(NET-CIT-PHYSCOMP)
CIT-SUN-NET
(NET-CIT-SUN-NET)
CIT-NET
(NET-CIT-NET)

(CALTECH-DOM)
--@
--@
--@

--@
....
....
....

....

for

a

CIT-CS-10NET
(NET-CIT-CS-10NET)
CIT-CS-NET
(NET-CIT-CS-NET)
To single
"’HANDLE".
the name.

To single
@WHOIS

out any
instead

out

the

individual
of "NAME",

entry

!CALTECH-DOM

for

--@-@

entry,
where

the

domain:

<Return>

California
Institute
of Technology
Computer
Science
256-80
Pasadena,
CA 91125
Domain

Name:

Servers:

repeat
the command
using the argument
the handle is in parenthesis
following

(CALTECH-DOM)

CALTECH.EDU

CIT-VAX

CIT-VLSI

Administrative
Contact :
Seitz, Charles
(CS2)
Chuck@VLSI.CALTECH.EDU
(818) 356-6569
Technical Contact :
Lichter,
Michael
I.
(MILl)
michaeI@VLSI.CALTECH.EDU
(818)
356-6767
Zone Contact:
Lichter,
Michael I.
(MILl)
michaeI@VLSI.CALTECH.EDU
(818)
356-6767
anticipated
init. one yr two yr five yr -

number
25
40
80
200

of

hosts:

AC. UK
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: PK
AM40
AM40

Peter Kirstein
Andrew
McDowell

PKIRSTEIN@A. ISI .EDU
mcdowelI@CS.UCL.AC.
UK

ADELIE. COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BAB7
JM214
JM214

Barry Burke
Jeff Moskow

barry%adelie@HARVARD.HARVARD.EDU
jeff%adelie@HARVARD.HARVARD.EDU

ARIZONA.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

LLP
BM40
BM40

Larry Peterson
Bill Mitchell

LLP@ARIZONA.EDU
WHM@ARIZONA.EDU

ARPA
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER

ATT.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

MH82
MH82
MH82

Mark

RE18
RE18
RE18

Robert

SGC
FD2
FD2

Steve
Frank

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

Horton

cbpavo.cbosgd.ATT.UUCP!mark@seismo.

AU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
BBN.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
BELL-ATL. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

: BE6
: LD5
: BE6

BELLCORE. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: ML7
PK28
PK28

Berkeley.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

RWH5
MKI7
MKI7

Bob
Lee

Elz

Chipman
DiPace

Esposito
Daley

KRE@seismo.CSS.GOV

CHIPMAN@BBNF.ARPA
DIPACE@BBNF.ARPA

(215)
(215)

466-8143
466-6828

Michael
Lesk
Phil Karn

Iesk@BELLCORE-CS-GW.ARPA
karn@BELLCORE-CS-GW.ARPA

Robert
Henry
Mike Karels

rwh@UCBVAX.Berkeley.
EDU
karels@UCBVAX.Berkeley.EDU

MIKE@BRL.ARPA
DPK@BRL.ARPA

BRL. MIL
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

: MJM2
: DPK
: DPK

Mike
Doug

BUCK. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

: DLB20
: PA2
: DLB20

David Buck
Patrick ~Allen

Muuss
Kingston

(408)
(498)

972-2825
972-2825

CSS.GOV

CALTECH. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: CS2
MILl
MILl

CCA.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

DEE
AL6
AL6

Donald
Alexis

CMU.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

HDW2
MA
MA

Howart Wactlar
Michael
Accetta

COLUMBIA.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BCI4
BCI4
BCI4

Bob

Charles
Michael

Seitz
Lichter

Eastlake
Layton

Catani

chuck@VLSI.CALTECH.EDU
michaeI@VLSI.CALTECH.EDU

dee@CCA.CCA.COM
alex@CCA.CCA.COM

HOWARD.WACTLAR@A.CS.CMU.EDU
MIKE.ACCETTA@A.CS.CMU.EDU

CATTANI@COLUMBIA.EDU

COM
AdminCont act : HOSTMASTER
ZoneContact : HOSTMASTER
TechContact : HOSTMASTER

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

CORNELL.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JQJI
BN9
BN9

John
Bill

CS. NET
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

RDEI
CPI0
CPI0

Richard
Edmiston
Craig Partridge

Edmiston@SH.CS.NET
craig@BBN.COM

CSC. ORG
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

DJ27
FHI4
FHI4

Dennis Jennings
Felix Hou

jennings%pucc.bitnet@WISCVM.WISC.EDU
(609)
520-2015

CSS.GOV
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

CRII
RAIl
RAIl

Carl
Rick

Romney
Adams

Amarel
Goldberger

Johnson
Nesheim

DARPA. MIL
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact

: SA2
JSG3
: JSG3

Saul
Joel

DEC. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact

: FB6
RKJ2
: RKJ2

Forest
Baskett
Richard
Johnsson

DSPO. GOV
AdminContact
ZoneContact

: JH39
: BT5

Jung Hong
Bob Tomlinson

jqj@GVAX.CS.CORNELL.EDU
bill@GVAX.CS.CORNELL.EDU

romney@seismo.
CSS.GOV
rick@seismo.
CSS.GOV

amarel@A.ISI.EDU
joeI@HOBGOBLIN.ISI.EDU

baskett@GLACIER.STANFORD.EDU
johnsson@DECWRL.DEC.COM

hong@HC.ARPA
tomlin@HC.ARPA

TechContact:

BT5

AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER

EDU

GE ¯ COM
AdminContact:
KCI4
ZoneContact
: TA2
TechContact
: JO

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

Keith Chambers
Tom Allebrandi
John Owens

(804)
(804)
(804)

978-6132
978-5566
978-5726

GOV
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER
HOSTMASTER

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

GREBYN.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

KAN
KAN
KAN

Karl

HARVARD.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

GD30
NH5
NH5

Glenn Dudek
Nike Horton

dudeK@HARVARD.HARVARD.EDU
horton@HARVARD.HARVARD.EDU

SP21
DB53
DB53

Shmuel
Peleg
Danny Brannis

peleg%hugo%israel~P~ELAY.CS.NET
danny%%hugo%israel@RELAY.CS.NET

GW5
BE4
DM27

Gary Nutt
Bryan Edwards
Doug McCallum

(303) 449-2870
(303) 449-2870
mccallum@NGP.
UTEXAS.

Nyberg

nyberg@ADA20.ISI.EDU

IL
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
ISC.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
ISI .EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: VLG
JSG3
JSG3

Vicki Gordon
Joel Goldberger

ITCORP.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

GK36
AH38
GK36

Geoff
Allyn

MCC.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JP77
CBD
CBD ,

John Pinkston
Clive Dawson

~ECC.COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

CWC4
JLTI4
SPMI

Craig
James
Shane

MERIT.EDU
AdminContact:

EMAI

Eric

Kuenning
Hall

Copley
Thompson
McCarron

Aupperle

iDU

vgordon@A.ISI.EDU
joeI@HOBGOBLIN.ISI.EDU

(213)
(213)

545-4413
545-4413

pinkston@MCC.COM
clive@MCC.COM

(612)
(612)
(612)

481-3569
481-3625
481-3589

EMA%UMI CH-MTS . MAI LNET@MI T-MULTICS . ARPA

ZoneContact
TechContact

: HWB
: HWB

Hans-Werner

Braun

HWB@MCR.UMICH.EDU

MIL
AdminCont act : HOSTMASTER
ZoneContact : HOSTMASTER
TechCont act : HOSTMASTER

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

MIT.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JIS
JIS
JIS

Jeffrey

MITRE.ORG
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

TML
TML
TML

T,

Schiller

Michael

Iiaison@MIT-MULTICS.ARPA

Louden

Iouden@MITRE.ARPA

MOSIS. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: VLG
JSG3
JSG3

Vicki Gordon
Joel Goldberger

NASA. GOV
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: WPJ
MSMI
MSMI

William
Jones
Milo Medin

JONES@AMES.ARPA
MEDIN@AMES.ARPA

NBI.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

WW2
BAI6
KW3

Wally Wedel
Brian Atkins
Kirk Webb

wedel@NGP. UTEXAS.
(303)
444-5710
(303)
444-5710

vgordon@A.ISI.EDU
joeI@HOBGOBLIN.ISI.EDU

EDU

NET
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

: JAKE
: KLH
: KLH

Jake Feinler
Ken Harrenstein

AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact:

: PCB
: JA
PBI3

P.C.
Jaap
Piet

FEINLER@SRI-NIC.ARPA
KLH@SRI-NIC.ARPA

NL

NORTHROP.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

SJL5
RSMI
RSMI

NOSC .MIL
AdminContact
: RLB3
ZoneContact:
RLB3
TechContact
: RLB3
NSC. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
NYU.EDU

: JF20
LPI5
RSK5

Baayen
Akkerhuis
Beertema

Stephen
Lukasik
Robert Miles

Ron

Broersma

Jerry Foster
Les Pembroke
Ronald
Karr

piet@seismo.
CSS.GOV
jaap@MOUTON.ARPA
piet@seismo.
CSS.GOV

slukasik@NRTC.ARPA
rsm@NRTC.ARPA

RON@NOSC.ARPA

(408)
(408)
(408)

733-2600
733-2600
733-2600

ext
ext
ext

234
223
212

AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
OLIVETTI.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: EF5
BJR2
BJR2

JM50
JAI3
DC76

Ed Franceschini
Bill Russell

Jack Melnick
Jerry Aguirre
Dennis Chen

franceschini@NYU.ARPA
russelI@NYU.ARPA

(408)
(408)
(408)

996-3867
996-3867
996-3867

ORG
AdminCont act : HOSTMASTER
ZoneContact : HOSTMASTER
TechContact : HOSTMASTER

HOSTMASTER@SRI-NIC.ARPA

PITTSBURGH.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

HEP
SM6
SM6

Harry Peple
Sean McLinden

PROTEON.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JS28
MARl0
MARl0

John
Mark

PSU.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

SJSII
MAC5
MAC5

Steven Schroeder
Michael
Contino

PURDUE. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
PYR.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: DEC1
PMAI
PMAI

RBI64
CSG
ES44

RIACS. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: PJDI
RLB9
RLB9

RICE. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

: KK28
: VRR
: VRR

Shriver
Rosenstein

pople@SUMEX-AIM.ARPA
mclinden@RUTGERS.RUTGERS.EDU

jas@PROTEON.ARPA
mar@PROTEON.ARPA

sjs%psuvm.bitnet@WISCVM.WISC.EDU
mac%psuvm.bitnet@WISCVM.WISC.EDU

Douglas
Comer
Paul Albitz

dec@PURDUE.EDU
albitz@PURDUE.EDU

Roberta
Byker
Carl Gutekunst
Earl Stutes

(415)
(415)
(415)

965-7200
965-7200
965-7200

Peter Denning
Robert
Brown

PJD@ICARUS.RIACS.EDU
RLB@@ICARUS.RIACS.EDU

Ken Kennedy
Vicky Riffle

kennedy@LLL-CRG.ARPA
rif@RICE.EDU

ROCHESTER. EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

LBI6
TGBS
TGB3

Liudvikas
Bukys
Tim Becker

bukys@ROCHESTER.ARPA
becker@ROCHESTER.ARPA

RUTGERS.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

CLH3
RM8
RM8

Charles
Hedrick
Roy Marantz

hedrick@RUTGERS.RUTGERS.EDU
marantz@RUTGERS.RUTGERS.EDU

SE
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BE10
SF8
BE10

SRI. COM
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: JAKE
MKLI
MKLI

STANFORD.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

LB3
PA5
PA5

Bjorn Eriksen
Sten Folkerman

ber%enea.uucp@seismo.CSS.GOV
sten%enea.uucp@seismo.
CSS.GOV

Jake
Mark

FEINLER@SRI-NIC.ARPA
MKL@SRI-NIC.ARPA

Feinler
Lottor

Len Bosack
Philip
Almquist

BOSACK@SU-SCORE.ARPA
ALMQUIST@SU-SCORE.ARPA

STARGATE. COM
AdminContact:
MH82
ZoneContact
: LW2
TechContact:
MH82

Mark Horton cbpavo.cbosgd.
Lauren Weinstein

sun. COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

WER3
BN4
BN4

Wayne Rosing
Bill Nowicki

SYMBOLICS.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JLK2
CH2
CH2

John Kulp
Charles
Hornig

THINK. COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BJNI
BJNI
BJNI

Bruce

TMCI. COM
AdminContact
: GSK2
ZoneContact
: FN4
TechContact:
RES29
TMC.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

GAG9
KCAI
KCAI

Nemnich

Ginger
Kenney
Fred Nesserella
Richard
Salz

ATT.UUCP!mark@seismo.
Iauren@RAND-UNIX.ARPA

rosing@sun.COM
nowicki@sun.
COM

jlk@SCRC-STONY-BROOK.ARPA
cah@MC.LCS.MIT.EDU

bruce@ZARATHUSTRA.THINK.COM

(617)
(617)
(617)

661-0777
661-0777
661-0777

G. Gorry
Kirk Aune

bcm5000!gag@RICE.EDU
bcm5000!kca@RICE.EDU

Don

morris@SCDSWI.UCAR.EDU

UCAR. EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: DM84
DM84
DM84

UCI.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

SHi7
RAJ3
RAJ3

Scott Huddleston
Richard
Johnson

UCLA.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

TEGI
RBW
RBW

Terence
Gray
Rich Wales

Morris

scott@ICSE.UCI.EDU
raj@ICS.UCI.EDU

gray@LOCUS.UCLA.EDU
wales@LOCUS.UCLA.EDU

CSS.GOV

UCSD.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:
UCSF .EDU
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact

DWAI
JMII0
JMII0

: TF6
: TF6
: TF6

Donald
Anderson
Jim Madden

Thomas

Ferrin

dwa%sdccI2@SDCSVAX.UCSD.EDU
madden@SDCSVAX.UCSD.EDU

TEF@CGL.UCSF.EDU

UDEL.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

DJF
NMM
NMM

David Farber
N. Michael
Minnich

UIUC.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

AKC
RAA8
PGR

Albert
Cheng
Ruth Aydt
Paul Richards

farber@HUEY.UDEL.EDU
mminich@HUEY.UDEL.EDU

acheng@A.CS.UIUC.EDU
aydy@A.CS.UIUC.EDU
richards@A.CS.UIUC.EDU

UK
AdminContact
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

: PK
AM40
AM40

Peter Kirstein
Andrew McDowell

PKIRSTEIN@A.
ISI.EDU
mcdowelI@CS.UCL.AC.UK

UMD.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

AP7
LAMI
LAMI

UMICH.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

EMAIEric
Aupperle
HWB
Hans-Werner
HWB

UNM.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

LW29
EE3
LW29

Lee Ward
Eric Engquist

Iee@MISER.ARPA
umn-cvax!eric@LANL.ARPA

UPENN.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

IW5
IW5
IW5

Ira

Winston

ira@CIS.UPENN.EDU

Jon

Postel

posteI@VENERA.ISI.EDU

Andrew
Pilipchuck
Louis Mamakos

andy@CVL.UMD.EDU
Iouie@TRANTOR.UMD.EDU

EMA%UMICH-MTS.MAILNET@MIT-MULTICS.ARPA
HWB@MCR.UMICH.EDU

Braun

US
AdminContact
ZoneContact
TechContact:

JBP
JBP
JBP

USC.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

JMP
MAB4
MAB4

James Pepin
Mark Brown

UTEXAS.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:

JSQI
SC18

John Quarterman
Smoot Carl-Mitchell

pepin@USC-ECL.ARPA
mark@USC-ECLB.ARPA

jsq@SALLY.UTEXAS.EDU
smoot@SALLY.UTEXAS.EDU

TechContact:

SC18

VSE.COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BC24
GFI6
RF7

Barry Chapman
Greg Foltx
Ron Flax

WASH INGTON. EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

LS27
RAI7
RAI7

Lawrence
Snyder
Robert Albrightson

WISC.EDU
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

PB22
DL38
DL38

Paul
Dick

XEROX. COM
AdminContact:
ZoneContact:
TechContact:

BRI3
JNLI
JNLI

Bob Ritchie
John Larson

Beebe
Leban

(703)
(703)
(703)

769-2861
769-2882
769-2865

snyder@WASHINGTON.ARPA
bob@@WASHINGTON.ARPA

beebs@CRYS.WISC.EDU
genesis@RSCH.WISC.EDU

ritchie.PA@XEROX.COM
jlarson. PA@XEROX.COM

Any information
pertaining
to the following
domains
to the CSNET Information
Center,
CIC@SH.CS.NET:
BGSU.EDU
BROWN.EDU
BUFFALO.EDU
COLGATE.EDU
DARTMOUTH.EDU
DU.EDU
FMC.COM
GATECH.EDU
HOUSTON.EDU
IBM.COM
INTEL.COM
MCNC.ORG
MORAVIAN.EDU
NORTHEASTERN.EDU
OGC.EDU
RCA.COM
SDSU.EDU
SJU.EDU
SUNYSB.EDU
SYR.EDU
TI.COM
UAB.EDU
UCDAVIS.EDU
UFL.EDU
UKANS.EDU
UMB.EDU
UNLV.EDU
USD.EDU
UWP.EDU
WANGINST.EDU

should

be directed

BOEING.COM
BU.EDU
CARLETON.EDU
COLORADO.EDU
DEPAUL.EDU
EMORY.EDU
FR
GMR.COM
HP.COM
INDIANA.EDU
LEHIGH.EDU
MICH-STATE.EDU
NEXT.COM
NTSU.EDU
OKSTATE.EDU
RPI.EDU
SIEMENS.COM
SRC.ORG
SUPER.ORG
TEK.COM
TORONTO.EDU
UB.COM
UCHICAGO.EDU
UIOWA.EDU
UMASS.EDU
UNC.EDU
UOREGON.EDU
USF.EDU
VILLANOVA.EDU
WATERLOO.EDU

USL.EDU
VIRGINIA.EDU
WELLESLEY.EDU

UTA.EDU
VT.EDU
WFU.EDUWII
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NETWORKSTATISTICS
ARPANET/MILNET
HOSTS
TACS
GATEWAYS
NETS
NODES
DOMAINS

INTERNET

559
126
102
194
158

3082*
144"
515
-

Total
Internet
hosts
Total
networks
Total
Internet
gateways
MILNET hosts
MILNET TACS
ARPANET
hosts
ARPANET
TACS
MILNET/ARPANET
Gateways

3082*
515"
144
448
111
111
15
102

HOSTMASTERmail

898
*includes

messages
MILNET,ARPANET

NAMING/ADDRESSING PROCEDURES
DDN/ARPANET
New

Subscriber
DCA

ARPANET

Code

TSR

DARPA

IPTO

Code
DCA

Requester
Notified

< .......

B641

Coordinator,

Feeder

DCA

Request

HAF

Approval

B651
Code

TSR
TSO

and

DARPA

Approval
B643

Issued
Issued

-

->

DECCO

DCA Code B651
Provides
Host Data
DCA

Code

B642

NCR
DCA

Code B651
Approval
NCD

I
SRI
Host

I

NIC
Table

Requester
Notified
Change
DCA

*(CMMC,

EMMC,

PMMC}

ARPANET

New

Subscriber

Request

Flow

Code

B651

NAMING/ADDRESSING PROCEDURES
INTERNET
¯ Net names/numbers
¯ Domain names
¯ Internet host tables

NETWORK NUMBERS
¯ Assigned Numbers by J. Reynolds under
contractto NIC; transitioning to NICsoon
Includes ClassesA, B, and C
¯ Guidelines in RFC796 and RFC960

REGISTRATION OF DOMAIN NAMES
¯ Applications to Hostmaster
¯ Authorizedby N IC
= ZoneTables prepared/distributed by the NIC
, Guidelines in RFC920

INTERNET HOST TABLES
¯ Application via online template
¯ Data format approvedby N IC
¯ Dataintegrity responsibility of Contributor
¯ Installation by NIC

INTERNET NAMING SERVICE
INTERIMPROCEDURE
- for DDNinteroperability

PROBLEMS
¯ NCDbottleneck
¯ Distributed back up needed
¯ Host table size
~ Military domain-naming
conventions needed(ISO compatible)
¯ Gameplanfor oMIL needed

POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS

NCD BOTTLENECK
¯ Administrative delegation by PMO
¯ Uncouple dynamic data from URDB
°Speed up process by coordination
automation

and

DISTRIBUTED BACK-UP NEEDED
¯ NIC maintains master DB
¯ Download
by protocol to Iogin host
¯ Login hosts provide back-upnameservices
¯ Relievesload on N IC
¯ Relievesload on net
Systemdistributed, but underDDNcontrol

LARGE HOST TABLE
¯ Proceedto namingdomains
¯ All refresh by protocol, not FTP
¯ Hosts use partial tables with
service as back-up

NIC name

MILITARY NAMING CONVENTIONS
¯ Random?
¯ Standardized?
¯ ISO compatible?

14

NAMING CONVENTIONS- RANDOM
¯ Users’ choice

NAMINGCONVENTIONS-.MIL
WITH KNOWNACCEPTED ACRONYM
¯ Use acronyms of administrative divisions
already in existence.

NAMING CONVENTIONS.MIL WITH SERVICE ORGANIZATION
AS PART OF THE NAME
A-BRL.MIL
AF-GUNTHER.

MIL

or

BRL-A.MIL

or

GUNTER-AF.

N-NOSC.MIL

or

NOSC-N.MIL

O-DIA.MIL

or

DIA-O.MIL

MIL

NAMINGCONVENTIONS-.MIL WITH
ARMY,NAVY, AF, USMC,O (Other)
SECONDLEVEL DOMAINS
BRL. ARMY. MIL
GUNTER. AF. MIL
NOSC.NAVY.MIL
DIA.O.MIL

GAMEPLANFOR .MIL

NEEDED

¯ N IC/PMO/MILCOMcoordination
¯ Pertinent documents-written/distributed
¯ Announcements
¯ Milestone schedule

UNANSWERED QUESTIONS
¯ Volunteer or mandatory?
¯ Whoand how?
¯ Technical impact?
¯ Adopt .MIL Y/N?

Implementationof the
Domain Name System

Paul V. Mockapetris,USCInformation SciencesInstitute
and
Kevin Dunlap, UCBerkeley & DEC

-1-

Goals
(RFC 881-883, November1983)
ReplaceHOSTS.TXT
file with a distributed database.
Allowlocal control of database.
Hierarchical namespaceanddistribution of authority
virtually unlimiteddatabase
size
Target for switchover: Sept 1984

Reality
Hosts can live without HOSTS.TXT,
manydo.
NIC delegates approximately130 domains.
switchoverbecame
feasible fall 1986

Novel Aspects
(at least takentogether)
DNSunites heterogeneous
machines,authorities
operating systems, networks, philosophies, ...
Datagrams(UDP)as preferred modefor queries
delegationof authority (=anarchy,= autonomy)
binary format for messages
caching,togetherwith explicit timeoutson eachpiece
of informationas essential element

-3-

Migration & AcceptanceAids
upwardcompatibility (emulate GTHST
& gethostbyname)
Stagedimplementation: preserve HOSTS.TXT
while advanc..
ing DNSfrom experimental to production use in ARPANET,
then considerintroduction into MILNET
policies can be "tuned" to local needsby adjusting TTLs
Issuesleft open:
user interface
dynamicupdates
shorthands

-4-

Growth Paths
Type mechanism
No fundamentallynewtypes defined, althoughmail binding
wasredone. Newtypes currently require recompilationof
software to add new"case clauses", so maysimply be that
cost is to high to encourage
newtype definitions. Manyadvocate newtypes and newapplications of old types, but
few agree on which problemsshould be addressedand how
they should be addressed.
Class mechanism
Classis orthogonalaxis to name,andseparatesby "protocol" family or some such. Never fully developed, only one
class other than lnternet assigned (CHAOS)

-5-

Options
Inverse queries
Completionqueries
Mail agentvs mailboxbinding
Recursiveservice (iterative standard)
Additional section processing

-6-

Current Status
"Full" implementations
available for UNIX(BIND),and
TOPS-20(JEEV~S). Subsets (usually user side)
MSDOS,
XEROX
Dandelion, MVS,others.
The root and top level domains(e.g. EDU,ARPA,GOV)are
servedby 4 redundantservers. In 2 years of operation,
there havebeen3 disturbancesof top level service: one
causedby a faulty database,onecausedby a distribution of
faulty user software,anda third by a coincidenceof extendeddowntimeon two of the four root servers together
with transientfailure in the othertwo.
Theroot servers averagea query every 1-5 seconds,depending on how manyroot servers are up.
Typical query to class B or C addressfrom the ARPANET
takes 5-10 seconds during peak time, with worst cases in
the 30-60 second range

-?-

Successes
(original decisionswhichwerecorrect)
Variable depthhierarchy
Names
are independentof network, etc.
UDPand datagrams- vast performanceimprovementover
TCPconnections
Binary format for queries - kept data standard
Caching- vast performanceimprovement,hid manynetworkfailures
Additional section processing- reducesqueries by 50%
Cooperation between BITNET, CSNET,UUCPand DARPA
Internet maylead to simple mail addressingamong
these internets
Omitting dynamicupdate mechanism

-8-

Failures
(original decisions whichwerewrong)
Wewouldneedlots of types andclasses (8=>16bits in
specification). Current system uses 15 types, 1 class (2?).
Distributing authority for database
doesnot distribute a correspondingamountof expertise in databasemanagement.
Maintainers
fix thingsuntil they work,rather thanuntil they
workwell. Systemdesignersare not excited by writing
clear, low-level, "howto" documentation.
Old services said (yes/no), newonessay (yes/no/can’t find
out now).This makes
emulationdifficult evenif data formats are the same.
Datatype structure shouldbe part of distributed database,
or at least data driven, rather than compilledinto database
programs.
Database
administratorsdon’t configure"i-l’Ls, they just copy
the examplesin the documentation.The documentation
waswritten before the systemwasimplemented,and hence
hadvalues whichweretoo small.

-9-

Surprises
(things wedidn’t imagewereissues)
Thereliability andperformance
of the Internet werenot what
we expected; this maybe due to the gatewaycrises. We
still don’t havea goodmodelfor the performance
applications canexpectfrom the Internet. Similarly, nameservers
wereput on heavily loadedmachineson local networksbehind slow gateways.Theresult wasto eliminate mostof the
marginfor error in cachingeffectiveness,etc.
Theperformance
of the systemis limited by networkdelay,
OSlevel queueingand paging, and performanceof the DNS
softwareitself. Thesecondappearsto be the mostsignificant factor.
DNSforced refinementof semanticsfor every data type in
database.(e.g. addresses,well knownservices, mail)
Negative answersare muchmore common
than expected;
negativecachingmaybe justified.
Usinglocal data, the newsystemswereoften faster than
the systems they replaced, probably because the old systems were designedfor muchsmaller databasesthan are in
use now.

Efforts to define a shorthandstandardare difficult. It seems
that at least two modesare required: "batch" and"interactive"
- 10-

Lessons
Distribution of control andfunction works,but youmustensure that that the newlypowerfulhavethe expertiserequired to use their newpowerswisely
Replicationandcachingare essential in a distributed system
Programsmustbe written on the assumptionthat other programswill break, so provide makeerror detection anderror
recoveryoptions clear
Whatyou do not specify is almost as important as what you
do specify
°Largeuser communities
are very reluctant to changeto new
systems
Distributedauthoritydoesn’tsolvepolitical problems;
it distributes them.

-11-

(KLH,

December

MILNET

Domain

1985)
Name

Transition

Plan

* Political
questions
MAIN ASSUMPTION:
DNS-form
names to be adopted
by MILNET.
Which domains
to put MILNET
sites in?
Suggest
simply
.MIL to begin with. Future
changes
are
Adopt .MIL.US
from beginning,
or reserve
for later?

easy.

* Timetable
for name transitions
Treated
just like normal
name change;
host need not use DNS!
Can be gradual
(site by site);
nicknames
ensure
no service
disruption.
Suggest
starting
in Jan; complete
by end of Feb.
* NIC

will continue
to produce
normal
host-table.
Survey
program
will collect
information
for sites NIC does not
register,
to help out sites which do not use DNS.
NIC may introduce
a new host-table
entry type for mail forwarding.

* MILNET

* Full

software
Software

recommendations
must be able to handle
hostnames
with embedded
"."s.
This is already
true, as far as is known.
Name transition
period
will ensure
that unwitting
exceptions
are flushed
out.
Software
must be able to handle
large host-table.
As above,
already
true to our knowledge.
Software
does not need to know about DNS. Installation/integration
of DNS software
is up to individual
sites.
The only effect
is that sites with no DNS software
will have difficulty
mailing
to non-Internet
addresses.
All DNS-using
programs
should
first check normal
host-table,
and
only if not found should use DNS resolution.
Non-DNS
mailers
could check for mail-forwarding
entries
in host-table.

DNS use - currently
indefinite
Once DNS has achieved
operational
reliability,
we can consider
a timetable
for requiring
installation
of DNS software
all sites still without
it.
However,
no clear idea at moment
of when DNS will be "proved"
Still has problems,
still being developed.

setting
at
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B - Addi~ion~.l

Research

Networks~

Material
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H.W.

Braun

Additional Material

UI~ANI.SAI

ION I:IJF,

OPF_ENNE POUR LA P,[’CHI=RCHF

EUROPEAN ORGANIZATION

CERN
CH 1211 GENEVE 23
SU I SSE/SWITZE R LAN D
TELEX:
Tel. ¯

NUCLF..AIP,

F_.

FOR NUCLEAR RESEARCH

)~/.

Dr. E.Auperle
Computing Centre
1075 Beal Avenue.
Ann Arbor
Michigan 48109-2112
USA

419000 CER CH
022 - 83 2394

29 April,

1986

Dear Eric,
Thank you for your letter
of 18 April.
I am at this time collecting
a batch of
papers which might be of interest
to you on the progress towards integrated
research networks in Europe, specifically
the RARE project
for coordination
of
the existing
and planned national
research networks like
Janet and DFN, and
the more political
EUREKAactivities.
There is an important
RARE meeting of the present network managers and
planners on this topic in Copenhagen at the end of May, where I am going to
talk about high speed network developments,
including
some current
satellite
experiments in Europe. I will
take the opportunity
to mention your interests,
and see what responses I get. Are there any particular
subjects you would like
me to raise, and could you send me any recent information
on Merit and on your
other interests,
beyond .what you gave me when we met last October?
My electronic

mail address

is:

~T"

MGH.CI@GENo~’~1v~’~~Bitnet;
GEN is the Cern IBM
or HINE@CERN.VXDEV via Janet in the UK.
I tried to find out how to send you this reply electronically,
but your letter
paper is silent on this point. This raises an interesting
argument we are having
here, on how to provide a service
for sending mail to people without a mail
address, but whose ordinary
address you know. Have you tackled this problem,
e.g. by having a Postmaster
computer for the Centre,
which puts such mail
onto paper and delivers
it like a telex? There are many human factors
in mail
systems which are far from being solved today.

Yours Sincerely,

Mervyn Hine
DD Division

~0(/~-

c/}~i;a~_.S

Pler11:1861
I

ResearchNetworkingin Europe
RARENetworkshopin Copenhagen,26-28 May 1986.
H.Hine
CERN,15 June 1986.
RecentHistory
R~_~_rch
networks
in Europe
havebeensetup on a national
or locallsectorial
basis,
typically
either
by a national
funding
bodylikeSERCin theUK or BMFTin ~rmany,
or by groups
suchas highenergy
physicists
or astromomers
forced
by thenature
of their
workto communicate
electronically
andexchange
databeteen
centres.
These
origins
lednaturally
toincompatibilties
andabsence
ofinternational
connections
to
suchan extent
thatin May1985various
national
networks
andotherinterested
parties
likeCERN
metandagreed
tofoundan Association,
RARE(R~seaux
Associ~s
pourla Recherche
Europ~ene).
wasincorporated
recently
in Holland
withsupport
fromtheDutch
government.
Itsaimsaretoencourage
convergence
towards
international
(ISO)
protocola
by designing
andimplementing
transition
strategies,
topra~ent
a united
front
toward~
thePTTson questions
of
tariffs
andlicences,
andtotrytogetmorefunding
nationally
andinternationally
to speed
upthe
process.
In November1985,
theOerman
government
proposd
to include
a project
fora European
Research
Network
in theEUREKAprogramme
whichwasthenbeinglaunched
by governments
to
providea Europe-wide
civilprogramme
of technological
development
as an alternative
to
participation
in$DI.In February
1986thegovernments
interested
inthisproject
decided
toask
RAREtodotheplanning
forthedevelopment
ofsucha network,
nowcalled
COSINE
(_Cooperation
for
051Networking
inEurope).
Thisin factamounted
towhatRAREwa~already
trying
to do,witha label
of governmental
approval
added,
butnospecial
funding
(atleastsofar).Theparticipation
industry
insomewaywasalsoa condition
ofthisapproval,
industry
being
almost
anything
butIBM.

Other General ResearchNetworks.
IBMhad. in fact. stimulated support for RARE
by setting up and funding EARN.which
immediatelybecame
popular, since at last IBMavstemscould talk to one another and to VAXs
cheaply,
andalsobecause
there
wasa transatlantic
linktoBITNET
paidforbyIBM.
EARNis,ofcourse,
a sinanda heresy
in several
ways.
Itis manufacturer
specific,
with
limited
andverynon-standard
protocols;
IBM’s
wayofintroducing
itbroke
a fundamental
Europe,
an
PTTdogma
thatlease~
lines
maybeusedonlyfortheleaser’s
traffic,
notforthird
parties,
atleast
without
bearing
a volume
charge
on topof thelinerental;
bypaving
forit,IBMattracted
intoits
webmanyinnocent
users
whoshould
havebec-n
pushing
forthedevelopment
ofEurope,
anindustrial
products
andnetworks
based
onOSIwithIS0protocols.
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A PTTcondition
forallowing
IBMtosetuptheinternational
trunks
andswitches
wasthat
it
should
movetowards
ISOprotocols
within
a fewyears.
IBMalsosaiditssubsidy
would
stopat
endI g87.
What
thefirst
condition
means
hasnever
been
clear:
perhaps
that
R5C5
traffic
should
be
carried
over
thepublic
X25networks
atLevel
3 andbelow.
Inaddition
thePTTsreserved
theright
apply
volume
charging,
which
1aMhasrefused
topay.This
problem
issomewhat
unreal
atpresent,
since
there
seems
so fartobeno wayofmeesurino
volumes
onthevarious
line~
andimputino
charges
correctly.
Theother
general
Network
insomew~yincompetition
withRARE/COSINE,
butwhich
does
notseemtoraise
political
problems,
isEUNET/U$ENET.
AswithEARN,
itsconnection
withthe
andother
countries
isa rea~n
foritspopularity,
along
with
itsbeing
b~cl
onUNIX,
which
makes
serve
a different
community
fromthose
mainly
dependent
on16Mendother
mainframes
orYAXVM8
systems:
theclassical
difference
between
those
whocompute
andthose
doing
computer
science.

Transatlantic

Communications.

Theimportance
oftransatlantic
connections
fortheresearch
community
ishigher
thansome
I"

people
realize.
In highenergy
physics,
HEP,which
isadmittedly
a field
withwideresearch
collaborations,
30%ofthetraffic
leaving
theCERNsitegoestoN.America,
and30%.of8LAC’s
external
traffic
isforEurope.
TheEARNlinkhasbeen
essential
here.
HEPhasbeen
forced
bythe
existence
ofonlya fewlarge
accelerators
todevelop
remote
operations
bylarge
Collaborations
moving
bothpeople
anddatainternationally,
sonetworking
cameearly:
theUK JANET
network
started
asa remote
jobentry
system
totheRutherford
centre
frommanyUKUniversities
withHEP
groups.
Inother
fields
there
hasnotbran
this
urgent
nm~I
towork
remotely,
butthearrival
ofcheap
computing
andgoodelectronic
communications
willmostlikely
encourage
dayby daycontacts
between
people
whopreviously
only
wrote
letters
ormetatconferences.
TheUSDept.
ofEnergy
hasbeensufficiently
impre%,’ed
bytheimportance
oftransatlantic
communications
forHEPthat
Mr.Cavallini,
whocontrols
thebudge=~t
forcommunications,
will
fund
a
56kblsduplex
transatlantic
link
fortheUSgroups
working
withCERN,
inaddition
tothe9.6kbls
linkalready
usedfortheU5participants
inoneexperiment,
theL3experiment
nowbeing
prepared
forLEP.
This
newlink
ispart
ofthemerging
andupdating
ofthepresent
MFENET
forUSfusion
work
andvarious
proposals
fora HEPnettoreplace
andcomplete
thead-hoc
~tsoflinks
nowus~I
byHEP
groups
intheUSA.Forheavy
datatraffic,
particularly
forsupercomputers,
itwould
involve,
~
wellasthelinktoFlorida
State
Univ.
fromCERN,
56 kblssimplex
satellite
links
fromFSU,
Princeton
andArgonne
toLivermor-e,
anda broaddast
I Mblsreturn
transmission
fromLLLtothe
other
three.
Theother
E.Coast
labs,
FNAL,
LBL,SLAC
andCaltech
would
beconnected
tothenear~t
earth
station
byland
lines,
with
inaddition
a general
9.6kbls
netforterminal
traffic
toavoid
the
satellite
delay,
which
would
involve
twohops
(orfour
forCERN)
fortheround
trip.
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9.6 kb/s ground,sea
T,BNL
etc

~ I Mbls satellite

LL
Caltech

CERN

Thesatellite
net,which
willreplace
theexisting
MFENET,
would
runDoDIP,witha policy
tomoveto650IPatsomefuture
date.
Thegateways
would
however
alsoallow
X215circuits
tobeset
up,sothatCERN’s
UScollaborators
coulduseequipment
andprotocols
consistent
withtheir
CERN
colleagues.
Thisfacility
wouldnotbe quiteso un-American
as it mightseem,despite
TCPIIP
becoming
a defacto
standard
intheUSA,since
there
seems
toa strong
X215faction
inDoDwhothink
of theneedto useworld-wide
rather
thanonlydomestic
communications.
TheEuropean
PTTrules
require
thattheUSAtraffic
stops
atCERN,
andcannot
beforwarded
on to other
laboratories.
If,
however,
someprotocol
conversion
above
Level
3 hasto bedone,
they~.~em
tobelassfury;
thismay
berelevant
later
onifI~,SO
means
TP-IIIP
inU,SAandTP21X215
inEurope.

The RARE Networkshop.
Thefollowing documents,
attachedas an Annex,give a _good__
picture of the Networkshop,
whichwasattended
by about1115people
from21 European
countries
including
Israel,
Iceland,
Turkey,
andpeople
fromtheCEPTandtheEECEsprit
andRaceprogrammes.
Conference
Programme:
fourhalf days.
Abstracts
ofmostpresentations.
Status
Reports
onnational
networks.
Standards:
CENICENELEC
Functional
Standards;
Example
forXXX.
MH$:WorkiniI
GroupActivity
Report;
Directory
System;Distribution
Lists.
FileTransfer:
Description
ofWorking
Group;
FTAMProfiles
andImplementations.
PTTs:
Liason
withCEPT;
NewPTTinitiatives;
ISDNConstraints
andOpportunities.
FullScreen
Services.
Transport
Protocols:
Performance
comparison
of1,50TPZlandDoDTCP.
Satellite
networking
experiments
on EC$2.
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Background on particular topics.
Standards:
thebasicaimsof RAREareto movetowards
05111S0
networking,
andhowto live
me3nwhile
andmakethetransition.
ISOprotocols
arefelttobe tei:hnically
sound,
buthavesomany
options
thata further
proce~
of agreeing
on suitable
Functional
Standards,
composed
of a limited
number
of selections
ofoptions,
isnecessary
toensure
interworking,
andhasbeenundertaken
with
someurgency
by a bodycalled
CENICENELEC
associated
withtheEEC,together
withtheCEPT,the
European
PTT"Club".
It ishoped
thatthese
functional
standards
willbecome
compulsory
inpublic
authority
purchasing.
~essaqe
Handlinq
Systems
(MHS):
thesehavebeenfeltto be themosturgent
generally
neededfacility
by theresearch
community,
and onewherethe XzIO0CCITTinternational
recommendations
werewellenough
advanced
to pushforgeneral
useas soon~spossible.
TheUniv.
of
British
Columbia
EANquasi
implementation
hasfound
favour
in manypl~ce~,
andis being
usedas a
stopgap
solution
tillmanufacturers
produce
theirown.TheDirectory
problem
andtheabsence
of
Distribution
listsarebaaing
t~ckled
by EECfunded
projects.
In theinterim,
mailgateways
are
essential,
suchastheCERNMINTsystem,
which
interconnects
mo~tofthe~ysterns
currently
used
by theHEPcommunity.
FileTransfer:
themovetoISOFTAMiswellagreed
inprinciple,
butitsgeeneral
useisstill
sometimeaway,
particularly
since
theprotocol
forjobentry
andmanipulation,
which
willdepend
onFTAM,
isnotsofaradvanced.
General
availablity
of FTAMis expected
atend-1987only,
withJob
control
perhaps
oneyearlater.
Meanwhile
protocol
conversion
is necessary,
andCERNhastaken
the
leadwithitsOIFTproject,
nowoperational,
which
doeson-the-My
conversion
between
several
File
protocols
nowusedin theHEPcommunity,
including
DECNET,
UK BlueBook.
It works
bytranslation
intoan internal
common
mete-protocol
ina VM$VAX,anditis planned
toaddtranslators
forTCP,
thecurrent
DFNinterim
protocol
andFTAM.Suchconvertors
willbe essential
to allow
FTAMto be
introduced
progressively,
without
cutting
offitsusers
fromtheir
collaborators
still
using
e.g.
DECNET.
PTTproblems
andPlans.._
theEuropean
PTTmonopoly
ontelecommunications
is ~low]y
being
eroded,
butpeople
arebeginning
tohearofthenegative
sideoftheATTdivestiture,
soitisnotclear
howfarorfastitwillgoinreality.
Enduserequipment
willbelesscontrolled,
andcompetitors
to
thePTTsforvalue-added
networks
willappear
in somecountries.
Puretransmission
willstaywith
thePTTsin mo~tcountrie~
forsometimeyet.A majordifficulty
in dealing
withthePTTson
international
commuriications
isthattheir
"Club".,
theCEPT,
hasno power,
itmakes.joint
studies
andproposals,
butdecisions
remain
withtheindividual
PTTs,whomakebilateral
agreements
not
general
onesforthewhole
ofEurope.
Prof.
KiJndig,
whoworked
forthe$IssPTTfor20years,
was,
however,
abletomakeuseful
contacts
withCEPTcommittees
at highlevel,
andRAREhasbeenasked
tobetheEuropean
research
uservoice
intheCEPTdiscussions,
which
isa bigstepforward.
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FutureServices:the RARE
shorttermplanshaveall beenbasedon getting X25networking
goinguniversally,andsofar it hasnotbegun
to lookat higherspeeds
or longertermissues.At the
meeting
the arrival of ISDNandthe possibility of 64 kb/s switchedvoice/datacircuits becoming
availablein the nextfewyearswasdiscussed,
as wasthe presentavailbility andpossibleusesof
le.asedsatellite links at up to 2 Mb/s.The5atine-2paperrefersto the possibility of usingthe
satellite as a switchunderusercontrol, notjust for fixed circuits, andthefact that 2 Mb/s15DN
typeswitchedcircuits couldalso become
operationalin the nextyears,whichwouldhavesimilar
properties
to the.satellite.

Conclusion.
Thesteptowards
efficent networking
for researchin Europe
symbolized
by RARE
is getting
support,e.g. via EUREKA,
andpeopleare workingtogetherwhopreviouslyweremorenationally
bound.5ome
of the outstanding
policyproblems
nowincludehowto helpalongthe decisionstowar~
FunctionalStandards;
howto get an evolutionaryDirectoryServicegoingrapidly; howto bring
EARN
into thediscussions
moreformally,sofar it waskeptat a distance;howto takeaccoun~
of the
importance
of communications
with the USAandother-continents;howto get cheaperlarge file
transfer, sinceX25volumechargesare high; howto get industry, particularly IBM,quicklyto
bring out 150communication
softwareas a standardproduct;howto get governmental
andPTT
recognitionthat research
networks
mustbe internationalandnot somuch
moredifficult andcostly
to usethannationalones;whatto doto beable.tomake
gooduseof iSDN
andsatellite, Systems.
Thisis a largeandincomplete
agenda,
onwhichmostof theitemsare.equallyof interestto
the USresearchcommunity.
It wasagreedto takeadvantage
of the Dublin.IFIP$meetingandthe
associated
Landweber
meetingto seehowthe non-European
problems
mightbe tackled.
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USA HEPnetwork
situation

Author. B. Cazpenter
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Thisis anextract
f~rom
a report
of my tripto theUSAinMay1986,
followed
by theminutes
ofthe
meeting
whichI attended
at LBL.

I.

NETWORKING IN THE US LABS

I attended
thefirstmeeting
of theUS HEPNET
Technical
Coordination
Committee
(HTCC)
at LBL,
convened
by HughMontgomery
(Fermilab)
andchaired
by SandyMcrola(LBL).It is planned
establish
liaison
betweenthisgroupandECFADPHGSG5.Therewasa usefulpresentation
of
general status by each institute represented. I give a s~ of these reports, combined with
information gained directly at SLACand LBL.
I.I Argonne (Ed May)
HEPusen are connected to Fermilab via DECnet over a abate of a microwave link. Internal
networkingwill be rationalkv~ by converting to a digital PBXfor tezmin~switching and LANuse.
The VAXnamed ANLVMSis a new, not fully operational,
machine which acts as an
MFEnct/BITNET
gatewayand is also on DECnet(but not as a gateway;the BITNET-DECnct
gateway
forHEPis at LBL).
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1.2 Brookhaven (George Rabinowitz)
Br~okhaven
has IBMson BITNETand VAXeson DECnct,plusintegration
problems!
Theyare
considering
a global
switch
to TCP/IP
andwilldecide
shortly.
Theyaxerunning
theFusion
softwaxe
($7Kforthefxstcopy)
andit looks
"rcasonable’,
andtheynccdaccess
fzomVAXcs
toSunsandother
Unixsyst__e~ns
aswellastoIBM.
1.3 Fermilab (Greg Chartrand)
Intcrnally,
theyruninterlinked
Ethcrncts
usingDECnct
touters
overTIlinks.
Theyplanto moveto
bridged
Etherncts
whenpossible.
Theyhaveabout2000terminals
on a MICOMswitch
(pluslinksto
other
labs
viastatistical
multiplexers
andT I).
Externally, they use DECnet, BITNET(on the IBMand the VAXcluster), MFEnetto Argonne (also
on the cluster). They pay about $2K/monthfor TymnetX.25 calls mainly to Hawaii and Europe (F,
D, GB, etc). Their ~ is by no means dominated by large destinations such as CERN.
1.4

LBL (Sandy

Merola)

The LBLEthernet runs DECnet,XNSand TCP/IP.
The latter is used amongotherthings
to support
remote printers. They are interconnected to the Berkeley campusDECrieras well as the HEPDECnet.
The VAXfluster is also on BITnct and MFEnet; another VAX(named LBL) is on ARPAnetand
MILnetso LBLconstitutes a major g~teway site. Terminals are on a MICOM
switch interconnected
to MFEnetand Tymnet, which costs them about $5K/month(largely domestic franc).
1.5

SLAC

LesCottrell
reported
atthemccting,
butI alsospoke
to TimStxeater,
Charlie
Granieri,
andHoward
Davies.
SLAChaveabout1200ASCIItcrminah
plusa fewhundred
327x~ninals.
ThelaRerareconnected
direct
to IBM,theformer
areon a mixedsystem
of MICOM(1500to~dports)
andBridge
boxes(250
totalports).
Expansion
of theBridge
sidehasbeenstopped
because
MICOMis cheaper
(butonly
useof "group
termination"
multiple
connectors
to reduce
cabling
costs).
A management
system.for
MICOMhasbeenwritten
(information
wasmailed
to Gordon
Lee).
Thexe axe about 27 VAXesand 2 IBMs. Networking is based on two Ethernets connected by a DEC’.
LANbridge, which works well. The Excelan "LANalyzer’ Ethernet monitor on a PC is in use and
seemsexcellent - - gooddocumentationand user interface, goodfunctionality, can easily track the 60
pa~kets/sec which is typical ~ at SLAC.Howard Davies has personal experience of the ICL
monitor, and says this is better. Incidentally about half the 60 packets are generated by the 250 Bridge
Protocoh used ate DECrier, XNS(for Bridge), and SLACNET,
home-madeprotocols built on top
of XNSfor VAX-IBM
communications. BITNETand JNET are also used. There is no TCP/IP.
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1.6 MIT Laboratory

for Nuclear Science

(Mark Kaletka)

Thcy havc 3 VAX-11/780s plus several microVAXcson Ethemet, running DECnet(with a DDCMP
link to the HEPDECnct), plus a BITNETlink and X.25 for L3 (see below). An MFEnetlink and
IP gateway to the M1T*spine" ate planned (thus they will also use the WollongongTCP/IPpackage).
This will give connectivity to ARPAnet
and NSFnet.
1.7

LEP3NET (Mark

Kaletka)

This s~amarised the knownstate of LYsprivate international network. The USAand Swiss parts are
based on JANETprotocols running over X.25 and the Italian part on DECnet;actually DECnetis
also run across the Atlantic too. The CAMTEC
switches in the USAare handling I Mbyte/day, or
400 calls/day. The cost using Tymnetwouldbe several SKper day (leased line costs are in fact about
$230K/yeax).Throughputpeaks at 1 Kbyte/sec, very good performanceon 9600 baud lines.
1.8 HEP DECnet problems

(Greg Chartrand)

The US HEP DECNET,known as PHYSNET,faces severe o~tional problems due to the
limited numberof area codes allowed by DECnetPhase IV and the multiple clashes with area codes
used on various campusesand in Europe. Greg presented a proposed partial solution (pa~’tioning of
theareacodes
intoqocal"
and"wide
area"
zones).
Thissolution
willbeelaborated
andanalysed
inthe
coming
wcel~.
Thi~is g serious
problem
forEuropean
I-[EPtoogradECFASG5needsto takeit
seriously.

2.

DOE NETWORKING

AND TRANSATLANTIC

LINKS
/

JohnCavallini
of theEnergy
Sciences
programmeof the Departmentof Energy
hasbeenmandatedto
rationalise networking for the various Energy Sciences research areas. ,.The user communityis
dominated by MFE(Magaetic Fusion Energy) and HEP. The intention is that the Livermore
networkingteam, headed by Jim Leighton, should put into place a replacement for the old MFEnetto
serve the entire Energy Sciences commuaity. This new network has been referred to as MFEnet-2,
MFEnet-II,_ESNET,ERNET,and OERNET
in various d6cuments. I will stick to ESNET.The day
before the HTCCmeeting, Ben Segal and I attended a meeting at Livermore, chaired by Cavallini,
with paxticipation from USHEPsites, MFE,and DoE.Cavallini and Leighton outlined the following
plans:
¯ The networkwill consist of a meshof datagramswitches (called CCPsfor historical reasons)
and "gateways’. The users will not see the CCPsor the protocols used betweenthem, but will
either havea gatewayon s~te or a line to a gateway.
¯ ESNETwill offer two end-to-end services at equal priority: ARPAIP and X.25. Note that
the (verbal) committmentto X.25 is a radical change brought about by pressure from the
HEPcommunityin recent montha.
¯ The gateways will be 32-bit engines, the choice depending on a call for tenders which is
underway. The IP software will be done by IAvermore, the X.25 service might be based on
board-level products such as those from ACC.
¯ Thefirst service shouldbe available in late 1987.
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* The links will be dual: land lincs up to 56 kbaud for interactive traffic and 56-256 kbps
satellite ~ for bulk traffic wheresatellite cl¢lay is acceptable. Theactual situation is a bit
morecomplexsince Livennorewill act as a star-point for the satellite links and will use a 1
Mbpsshared outboundlink to rcxluce the numberof dishes installed around the country.
¯ Cavallini is (apparently) prepared to fund both ends of a 56 kbps satellite link to CERN
and
to locate an ESNETgateway at CERN.It would have both an Ethemet/IP connection and an
X.25 connection. Although we maynever be allowed to makean X.25 connection from this
llnk to the public n~work, the latest information from the Swiss PTFis that we can ~y
conne~:t ESNETto our owngateways and touters. Thus the link would allow us to offer
transatlantic service to the HEPcommunity,providing that newresources (manpower,capital,
operating costs) an: found.
¯ Oncethis is achieved,the existing 9600baudterrestrial link installed by (and currently reserved
for) L3 wouldhopefially be retained for interactive tra~c.
¯ Cavallini and Leighton agreed to a transition phase in which the satellite link would be
physically multiplexed, with part of the bandwidthreserved for ESNET
tests, and the rest used
for X.25service.
Discussion andopen question~ BenSegal was satisfied that the Livermorepeople have tmderstood the
full requirements of providing an end-to- end IP service (inter-gateway and muting protocols as
well as IP itself must be supported). Theyhave relatively limited experience with X.25, and I requested
that they drtazlate specifications for commentin the HEPcommunity;this worry largely disappears if
they indeed use ACCboards. But who solves intenvorking problems with CAMTEC?
There is a risk of X.25 tra~c making 3 satellite hops (e.g. CERNto MIT; MITto Livermore;
Livermore to Fmmaflab). W’dl this work? Will ESNET
support X.25- 19847
R is technitmlly undcar howhigh-levd protocoh can ensure that interactive tra~c uses the terrestrial
links, andbulk trat~ the satellite links.
The gatewaythroughput is not tightly spedfied but a figure of 500 packets/sec wasmentioned.
We and most of the HEP par~pants were surprised by the ~ homc-mad~ content and had
doubts about the proposed timescale. This is critical ff ESNET
is seen as a replacementfor the
transatlantic service currently provided by EARN,whichis due to stop at the end of 1987. Hencethe
"tramitional" solution maybecomevital!
o

In any case, ~ whole proposal depends on the 1987 US Federal Budget and maybecomeac~dentally
linked to the political controversy about SDIfunding - and hence to the 1988election.
The conclusion of the HTCC’ssubsequent discussion of the ESNETproposal was essentially to
welcome it cautiously, in view of the timescale doubts. Bob Woods, responsible for the HEP
programmeat DoE,will send a full set of commentsto Cavallini. For CERN,the next stage is to g~
reactions from SG5and CCC,which cannot be done until October.
I raised the general problem of transatlantic networking for the research communityat the RARE
Networkshopin Copenhagen. The RAREExecutive is to follow up this issue. However, in view of
the EARN
timescale, HEPdearly has to develop its ownsolution in good time, without waiting for
RARE.

’
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APPENDIX
MINUTES

OF HTCC MEETING

A
OF MAY 21,

1986
Sandy Merola
June 9, 1986

HEPNET
Technical Committee Meeting May 21, 1986
Committee Members:
Name Institution
Phone #
Electronic Mail
Greg Chartrand
FERMI 312- 840- 3727 GREG@FNAL
Les Cottrell
SLAC
415- 854- 3300 x2523COTI’RELL@SLACVM
Mark D. Kaletka
MIT- LNS 617- 253- 6065 KALETKA~MITLNS
Ed May
ANL
312- 972- 6222 ENM@ANLHEP.BITNET
Sandy Merola LBL
415- 486- 4389 AXMEROLA@LBL.ARPA
Hugh E. MontgomeryFERMI 312- 840-4708
FNAL::MONT
George Rablnowitz BNL
516 - 282- 7637 GR@BNL
Robert
Woods DOE- HQ 301 - 353- 3367 DOEWOODS@SLACVM.BITNET
Additional Attendees:
Institution
Phone # Electronic Mail
Mary Atchley LBL
415- 486- 5455 ATCHLEY@LBL,~RPA
Gerry Bauer Harvard
617- 495- 9795 BAUER@HARVEP.BITNET
Brian CarpenterCERN
+41 22 834967BRIAN@CERNVAX.BITNET
Howard Davies SLAC
DAVIES ~SLACVM
W’dliam JaquithLBL
415- 486- 4388 WDJAQUITH~LBL.ARPA
Roy Kerth LBL
415- 486- 7474 LTKERTH@
LBL.ARPA
Stewart Loken LBL
415-486- 6915 LOKEN~LBL
Darrel Smith UC Riverside714- 787 - 5623 SMITH(~UCRPHYS

The first meeting of tbe HEPNETTechnical Committee o~
on May21, at the LawrenceBcrkeloy Laboratory.
+ It was agreed that the HEPNET
Technical Committee would
have a rotating chair. Chairpersonresponsibilities
wouldbe assumedby the person representing the site at
which the next meeting is scheduled, and those responsibilities would end upon the publication of the
minutes of that meeting. Thus whenthese minutes are
distributed, MarkKaletka of MITwill be chairperson of
this committeeuntil after the Septembermeeting at MIT
is held and the associated minutesare published.
In addition to hosting the meeting and providing
minutes, the chairperson would also be responsible to
ensure that there was a meeting agenda, that any open
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items
of thecommittee
were proceeding
to resolution,
andassume
allother
duties
typicatly
associated
with
thechairperson
of a working
committee.
It wasagreed
thattheformat
of themeetings
would
consist
of a shortmeeting
of committee
members
at
whichan agenda
andinternal
committee
issues
canbe
addressed,
withtheremainder
of eachmeeting
opento
interested
mc~nbers
of theHEPNET
community.
Les Cottrell agreedto set up a mailing l~t server, to
which items of interns to this committee could me
mailed and will be subsequently distributed to the

It was agre~ that thcr~ would be thr~ meetings held
per year, and that, whenfeasible, the winter meeting
wouldbe held at a west coast site.
Unlvcrsity membershiphas not y~t been n~solvcd, pending announcement of the mcm~of the Review Corn-

It was agre~ that the HEPNETcommunity should
represent itself to certain related networkinggroups.
Asa r~sult, Los Cottrcll will be our representative to
the BITNETcommunityand Grog Chartrand will be responsible for coordination with the SPANnetworking.community. Harvey Newmanis a mcmb~of the NSF Technical
Advisory Committee.
Hugh Montgomeryagreed to inform James Hutton, Chairman
of the SG5 working group of the European CCC,of the
existancc
of HTCC.
A m~ing of the European networking groups and management is scheduled for late October. Grog Chafa-and
agreed
to disseminate
anyminutes
or otherdocuments
whichresult from those meetings.
Therewereextensive
sitereports
by allof the
represented
National
Laboratories and LEP3as well.
Brian
Carpenter
madean extensive
presentation
of the
European networking activities. Brian expressed some
concern abom the proposed NMFECC
satellite link concerning issues such as the implementationtimcframe,
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funding, engineering, and production related issues.
In discussingvarious aspects related to the satellite
link to Europe and MFENET
II, concern was expressed
about
theimplementation
of thelower
levels
of X.25as
theyrelated
to accounting
issues
andotherneeds
of
theEuropean
HEP.
A major part of the afternoon was spent in providing a
summaryreport of Jim Leighton’s presentation of MFENET
II.
The consensus of opinion is that the ESNETproposal
whichwouldprovide interacting facilities to the HEP
communityas well as potential common
carrier
service
for HEPNET/DECNET
paths, is in the best interest of
High Energy Physics. Bob Woodswill be putting together
representatives of the HEPNET
communityto participate
on a steering committee for MFENET
II. Membersof the
steering committee would need 1o address a number of
MFENET
II allows for different physical paths for
interactive verses file transfer traffic. W’zll
DECNET
provide a facility whereby interactive DECNETuaffic can be separated from file transfer
DECNET
traffic?
Membersof this committee are very interested in
the work that has gone on at NCAR
with Vitalink
bridges.
W’zll X.25file transfer be usable over three
satellite hops? The number of omstanding of
unacknowledged
packets is the issue here. "
Therewassomeconcern
expressed
overthelower
levelprotocoh
thatwillbe usedinternal
to
MFENET,
as theyrelateto throughput
between
the
nodes.
The HEPNET
community needs to define the number of
nodes it needs, their location, the response time
that their users expect, ete. The consensus was
that quantifying these needs might be useful to
~ that HEP needs are met.
There was some concern about the time scale and
documentation of the implementation.
Whichflavor of X.25 will be implemenled?
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Whileit is agreed that character by character
editing between remote nodes maynot be in the
long term future of" computing, it is the way
things are done now. Any short term implementation wouldneed to support that.
Grog Chartrand led a conversation concerned with area
conflicts between our surrounding DECNET
neighbors in
both SPANand the University world, and the cm-rent
allocation
of areanumbers
within
HEPNET.
If theknown
University
andSPANcommunities
attempted
to mergewith
anyHEPNET
hostat thistime,areanumber
conflicts
wouldresult.
Greg presented a proposal whereby area numbers 1
through 43 would be reserved for wide area networks,
and areas above that wouldbe reserved for local area
networks. Thus universities wouldbe placed in areas
44to 63. As the current HEPNEToccupies areas 41
through 43, surrounding universities wouldbe able to
use areas 44 through 63 without any detriment to HEPNET.
It a~ that this may be the only technically
feasible solution to this issue. Crreg and Jake will
attempt to confirm this. Before any real implementation can occur, an RFCtype documentwould need to get
wide distribution throughout the US and European DECNET
communities.
If thisremains
our general consensus,
thisshouldbe proposed
to DECandDECUSas a temporary
solution
fortheareaproblem
in theUnited
States.
Brian
agreed
to discuss
thiswithhisEuropean
networkingpeers.
Administrative
support
wouldnccdto be
given to this possible implementationplan as regards
networking with non- HEPNET
surrounding DECNET
sites.
It wasagreed that the next meetingwouldtake place at
MITduring the week of September 8th, chaired by Mark
Kalekta. In addition to arranging about a day and a
half of meetings, Markagreed to attempt to arrange a
wide area networking futures presentation by DEC.The
general consensus is that by addressing networking
issues with DEC(and others) as a ~ group, that the
HEPcommunitywould be better served.
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SATINE2
EXPI~I~S ON ECS2
M.Hine, CERN,Geneva
22 May 1986

I o

Background.
AimsandDesign
of Present
Experiments.

.
°

The1986F_zI~rimental
Programme

o

Experiments
in 1987andImplications
forFuture
~ervices.

Laboratories and Persons Involved.
I)

2)
3)
4)

Rutherford Appleton Laboratory, Didcot, UK
C.Adams,J.Burren.
In collaboration
with Manchester
and
Loughborough
Universities, GECand British Telecom.
CNUCE,
Pisa, Italy
A.Bonito, N.Celandroni, E.Ferro, L.Lenzim.
In collaboration with Telespazio.
Technical University, Graz, Austria
O.Koudelka, W.Riedler
In collaboration with Austrian PTT
Experiments have been made possible by a grant from the CEC Cost
I l-ter programme, coordinated by M.Hine, CERN,Geneva, Switzerland,
and by pe,rmission from EUTELSAT
to use an ECS-2satellite channel for
experiments at no cost.

I. Background
1.1 Needs for wide area hiRh speed data services.
- Large File Transfer with short delay
- Quasi-interactive access to supercomputers
- Mixed media traffic with sound and video
- Flexible access to manysites within user groups
- Traffic between LANs,not individual users
- Single user speeds in range around I MbIs
- Error rates zero for File Transfer to I 0-5 for e.g.
audio or facsimile
1.2

Present Public Facilities:
Leased PCMground links
- Coaxial Cables or Fibre Optics
- Microwave Links
Satellite Links
-T~)l~comI circuits
- ECS2circuits
Essentially Point-Point Links, reserved ahead with in most cases long
notice and reservation periods.
Error rates adequate except for microwavelinks in bad conditions.
Tariffs based on fixed costs plus duration, not on volumes of data
sent.
Public Switched Services starting in some countries, based on ISDN
technologies, essentially 64 kbls.

1.3

What is missin~ at both PTTand user level?
Sharing of channels among many users
Multidestination connection to LANs
Variable speed and error performance
Priority for special traffic, e.g. voice
Tariffs based on individual usage

1.4

Previous work, aimed at missinR facilities.
HELIOS:Getting the best of present PTTofferings.
= Saclay, INRIA, CISI are setting up experimental Mbls services
using standard T616com1 circuits to develop high speed interfaces
and p~;otocols, and get user experience with Saclay-Cern users.
STELLA-2and UNIVERSEExperiments:
Exploit natural switching capability of satellites:
- OTSsatellite,
III14 GHz, 3 m. diam antennae
- satellite link speed 2 Mbls, half rate coded
- -c)
data speed 1 Mbls, error rate < I0
- Earth station driven by minicomputer attached to LAN,via simple

controller generating 20-40 ms HDLCdata frames sent to earth
station.
in UNIVERSE,the system could support several earth stations
sharing the I Mb/s rate with variable length sub-bursts for
different
calls inside each station’s
transmit burst, in a
superframe.

2. A~_rn__s
and
2.1

2.2

el Satin~-2 Ex’-p~rim~nts

The name Satine-2 is a recognition of a grant from Cost 11-ter which
follows that from Cost l l-bis forSatine (SATellite INternetwork
Experiments), the namethen given to the second phase of Stella.
The aim is to try out techniques based on UNIVERSE
internationally,
with industrially engineered equipment and more advanced software.
Mainparticipating laboratories, all active in Stella:
Rutherford-Appleton Laborator.y, Didcot, UK
(hardware and system design, with GEC,
Manchester and Loughborough Universities)
CNUCE,
Pisa, Italy
(Software and protocol expertise)
Technical University, Graz, Austria.
(Satellite transmission expertise).
Austrian PTT, British Telecom, Telespazio all showedpositive interest,
and helped obtain EUTELSAT
agreement for use of ECS-2 transponder
free of charge.
_Ups~radeof Stella/Universe Service Parameters.
- Up to 64 stations active at one time, each able to handle many
calls in parallel.
- System to handle at the same time packet voice, Facsimile or slow
scan TV, Bulk file transfer and interactive traffic with appropriate
speeds and error rates, on a burst by burst basis.
Separation of Stream and Datagramtraffic.
Variable satellite link bit rate: I, 2, 4, 8 Mb/s, switchable from
burst to burst, with different types of modulation to allow
operation within a 5 MHzbandwidth.
- Variable rates of coding: 112, 518, 3/4, 718, uncoded also
switchable from burst to burst; aim to offer guaranteed error rates
better than I 0-’~, I 0-6, 10-9 for different services, by adapting
code rate to signal/noise conditions with corresp[onding changes
in data rate.
- Interfaces to allow data to come from a Local Area Network or
individual circuits.
- Demandallocation of channel capacity, with priority, on a one
second time scale.

2.3 Satine-2 System and Equipment
The present experiments will run between three users, RAL, CNUCE
and
TUGraz, each with an earth station.(Fig.l
EC8=2

Rutherfordl

IT.U. Oraz
Fig.1 Satine-2 Three Station
Satellite Network

CNUCE
PisalFucino

These are fed with data from host computers or other sources on
Cambridge Ring LANs, carried over from StellalUniverse.
Up to 64 stations
can be handled at one time in the system design. (Fig.2)

Transmltterl
1
I~ocoivor
I
Controller
Cambridge
I~Ing
LAN

Fig. 2 SystemBlockDiagram

The difference between StellalUniverse and the Satine-2 systems is in
three components: Satellite
Controller,
Codee and Modem, and the
accompanying Access scheme and transmission software.
Satellite Controller.
This has functions of collecting data from the LAN,requesting satellite
channel capacity for its total needs at any time, sending and receiving data
blocks at allocated times in the Frame, sending out data to users on the LAN.

-,

5

If the Master station, in addition it receives requests for channel
capacity, and allocates slots for other stations.
The new FIFO Order-based Demand Assignment (FODA) access scheme
uses the controller to buffer and order its traffic by priority internally, and
demand capacity for its total needs, not as in Priority Oriented Demand
Assignment (PODA) bringing priority
of each packet into the channel
assignment scheme, with accompanying heavy overhead. The FODAcontroller
uses priorities in its use of its assigned total channel capacity in sucessive
Frames.
Twotypes of data traffic are separately scheduled, Stream traffic for
voice, facsimile and similar traffic where regularity of packet arrival is
important, but error rates can be higher than for computer data, and
Datagramtraffic, where error-free transmission is essential, but delays not so
significant.
The length of the transmission Frame (Fill. 3, times not to scale)
chosen to fit voice stream traffic, where a 64 kbls voice channel needs 32
packetsls for a convenient 256 byte packet size. With 2Mbls and uncoded
packets (errors not critical) a dozen streams will take less than half the
channel capacity, the other half being free for datagrams.

~
i

iU~

Total FrameTime 31.25 ms
Reference
Burst
[

I I \~iubiraie

Control

,Stream

Dat~Jram

iubfrai.~ I \li.~0..f.~ime\l

~ ........

....

tremble
I SuO-bur,~I~R~~v.~ion
! 8t~mSuO-~rsts
All~tions

81ots

Sub-bursts
~
~

~ntrol
Pr~mble
To a~o~acces~ or every st~tio~ to reserv~tio~ slo~s,
~roupedi~ a 2 see Super/tame,a statio~ bevin~ ec~ssto its reservetio~
at least o~ce per ba~ second. Streemcban~el ~ocatio~s are se~t out by the
Ma~ter m the Re/ere~ce burst et the st~t or eecb Super/tame o~y, ~bile
datagram ~l~ations
are sent every frame, sin~ they may eb~e more
frequently th~ voice c~Is.
The amount of real data per burst depends on the ~d~ level used,
which is set by the sender, and c~ ch~ge from burst to burst.
Codin~ and Codee
StellalUniverse used a fixed ha~ rate convolutional en~der and Viterbi
decoder, which was available ~d appropriate for the typic~ lon~ data bl~ks
sent and the poor link budget assumed in the de~m ~)~=~

shorter, blocks with little space for overhead.
In general, since with coding less energy per signal bit is needed, the
most economical system uses high data and coding rates at the same time to
achieve a given error rate. The Satine-2 system offers therefore adaptive
combinations of bit and coding rates on a block by block basis to match the
needed error rates for different calls under varying transmission quality.
The coding used in Stella does not fit these needs, and Satine-2 will try
out block codes, with blocks of only around I00 bits, possibly with
interleavirtg to help correct burst errors. Cyclic and Reed-Solomoncodes have
been considered, and the choice of code depends on the error rates and burst
error frequencies, and on the computirtg load put on the controller. A first
implementation showed a poor choice in this respect, and a simple, less
performant, code will be used at the start while the design is being revised.
This is another example of a lesson drawn in Stella,
that the
controller-codec-modem chain must be designed as a whole, not built of
pieces each of whichis optimal by itself.
Modem
One object of the experiments is to compare different modulation and
detection techniques over the speed range I-8 Mbls, always maintaining the
frequency spectrum safely within the 5 MHzchannel spacing. This implies 4
or 8 signal levels i.e. 2-3 bits l~er symbol. Three types of modulation are
provided: Offset QPSK,Bandlimited QPSK,Rounded waveform PSK.
An important factor is the effect of non-linearity in the transmitter
amplifier, which increases spectrum width, particularly
for modulation
schemes which do not maintain constant rJ’. amplitude. To minimise these
problems sophisticated filtering on transmit and receive are needed, and
non-linear predistortion to cancel the HPAnon-linearity. Taken with the need
to switch data rates instantaneously, this implies digital techniques all
through the modem, apart from the final A-D converters to/from the
Intermediate Frequency amplifiers in the station. Digital techniques ensure
stable performance and ease of change of filter parameters compared with
analogue systems.
Several different detection schemes were analysed and simulated, and
both threshold and near maximumlike!_i_h_ood detection will be used for
different data rates, the latter with error correction coded signals to get the
maximumgain from coding.

3.1

Present State of Equipment
Earth Stations
The two earth stations used for Stella at Rutherford and Graz until the
end of 1984 were refurbished and tested this Spring. The performance on
satellite loop with classical continuous randomdata was found to be excellent.
Similar performance was found in tests between Rutherford and Graz.

Telespazio did not wish to continue to operate the station at Pisa, but offered
use of their ownstation at Fucino.
Controller
The first GECmodel has been running at RAL, and CNUCE
has installed
and checked out the software as far as can be done without satellite time,
which is asked for in the beginning of June. Other models for CNUCE
and Graz
will be delivered shortly. The software design had previously been studied
extensively by simulation.
Codec
In view of the redesign of the codec, the first tests during the summer
will be madeusing the old Stella codec, which will not allow flexible bit and
coding rates. Modelsof a simplified block code codec will be av~ilal~le in the
autumn, so that tests of the full range of facilities will only be possible in
1987.
Modem
Industrially made models of the modemwill also be available in the
Autumn, but with the maximumspeed limited to 4 Mbls. Loughborough
University is continuing development of hardware to reach the 8 Mbls speed
reliably.
Local Area Networks
Rutherford and CNUCE
both have Cambridge Rings from Stella, and an
ex-Universe network will be loaned to Graz.
OperatinI~ Schedule
Eutelsat has allocated 240 hours of ECS-2 capacity in a normal 11-14
GHztransponder (not the SMStransponder), for tests this year. Part has
already been used for the Rutherford-Graz random bit error tests, and data
exchange tests are scheduled to start early June. The Fucino station can be
used only after some equipment has been moved from Pisa, and the new
boxes are delivered.
Rangeof Tests.
The tests in 1986 will be done essentially
with the old codec and
modem, to check on error rates at different power levels etc. and on the
operation of the satellite controller in starting up another station, allocating
stream and datagram channels separately and in parallel with varying
simulated traffic and observing saturation behaviour, simulating master
failure and recovery.

Experiments in 1987 and Implications
for Future Services.
The work in 1986 includes many visits between sites for installation
and testing, which have been made possible by the grant of 40,000 ECUfrom
Cost 1 l-ter. This was half of the amount needed and requested for the two
year programmeforeseen, Cost l l-ter findin~ that the work did not match

easily with the aims of its programme, which is about higher level protocol
problems.
The work for 1987 will be to repeat the technical tests with the new
codec and modemover the wide range of parameters offered, and to explore
the way the whole system works with a variety of real and simulated data.
The traffic can be a mixture of packet voice, facsimile, bulk file transfer and
distributed computing. Equipmentused in Universe for generating this traffic
will be available.
This work will require a continuation of support for travel and other
forms of international collaboration, which so far is not guaranteed.
This situation shows up again a curious gap in international support
programmes for technology, the absence of help for overall user-oriented
development and demonstrations.
In general, it is often possible to get support for work on particular
parts of a technology, e.g. higher level protocols or for fibre optics
components, or for purely national projects covering systems: Universe could
only be set up as a UKproject, there was refusal to allow participation by
other Stella laboratories..
Satellite networks are obvious candidates for international experiments,
both for their natural future application and to get the PTT and other
authorities to think internationally early on.
Networks are also a technology where user involvement .has been
demonstrably effective in the past, Arpanet and Janet are shining examples.
The groups which have worked on SteHa, Universe and in ESAhave the
quality of covering the whole technology, from Megabit transmission to
application level protocols to managementproblems and experience with real
user services, which the more specialized but better supported firms and
agencies do not have.
It is disappointing, therefore, that experiments such as Satine-2
apparently fall outside ESPRIT, RACE,COST,EUREKA
or national programmes
in one way or another. Each of the driving forces in these programmes,
computer firms, PTTs, Industry ministries, seems to see either unwanted
competition or other people’s interests in such experiments, because they do
try to cover a wholefield.
What could be the future of a service based on the ideas in Satine-2? It
could meet all the needs listed in l.I above for defined groups of users, if
easy access to satellite channels was madeavailable.
On-site stations looked attractive some years ago, to avoid long high
speed ground links; this limitation is rapidly disappearing, with e.g. the BT
Megastream 2 Mbls links at only a few time classical rented telephone line
costS.

The Satine=2 satellite channel acts like a star network with switching of
streams .of Mbls data in a fraction of a second. WhenISDN-like switched
services for Mbls rates become widespread, they are still in the test
laboratory today, they could duplicate manyof the satellite facilities.

Rutherford is running in parallel with Satine-2 in such a land-line
experiment, UNISON,which will allow comparison of the techniques. It uses
80 Mbls fast Cambridge Rings as a local network/exchanges in several
laboratories,
connected by Megastream links to an ISDN switch in London.
Individual users’ traffic is all in packets, and ISDNcircuits are set up
dynamically with appropriate capacities for the total traffic between each
pair of sites, not on a per user basis.
The Satine-2 system can thus be seen as a complement to Unison, for
use where ISDN-like facilities are not available. A large scale test of a mixed
system is needed.
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STATUS REPORT

Paul Van Binst
Inter-university Institute for High Energies (IIHE/ULB-VUB)
Brussels Universities, Belgium

There is, as of today, no nationally organized academic
and research network in Belgium. Various networking
activities
have developped over the past years, some based on point-to-point
lines and "closed" communication
protocols
implemented
in large
networks like EUNET or EARN, others based on the use of the public
packet-switched network, DCS, and aimed at a more "open" approach.
This is the case of three universities
(ULB and VUB in Brussels,
UIA in Antwerp)
which collaborate
in the field of high energy
physics
and have implemented
the British
"Coloured
Books"
¯
protocols allowing file transfer and mail in a large international
community of users.
Many universities
and other
organisations
are now
seriously considering the move towards the newly defined standards
llke MHS and FTAM. It is expected that, following
the RARE and
COSINE initiatives, a synergy will develop in Belgium between all[
interested parties for the support and realization of open systems
interworking.
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ACTIVITIES

IN DENMARK

Peter Villemoes
Computer Centre for Research and Education
Vermundsgade
5, DK-2100 Copenhagen

Several institutions
within research
are connected to EARN or EUNET.

and higher

(UNI-C)

education

in Denmark

The computing
centre for research
and education
(UNI-C) operates
numDer of point to point networks plus a private X.25 Dased network
(Centernet) for terminal access, and UNI-C is also connected to EARN.
The public
X.25
service
international hosts.

is

used

to

access

both

national

and

Denmark
participates
in the NORDUNET
programme,
together
with
Finland,
Iceland,
Norway,
and Sweden.
NORDUNET
will establish
a
common X.400 mail service,
initially
based on EAN software,
and a
common file transfer service, initially Dased on the JANET Blue Book,
with FTAM as the final goal.
There
are presently
only few detailed
plans
for networking
in
Denmark, but over the next 3-5 years there may be substantial
funding
availaDle for communications
infrastructure.

Copenhagen
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MEMORANDUM
Finnish University Network
c/o Finnish State Computer Centre
University Support Department
P. O, Box 40
SF-02101
ESPO0
FINLAND
Telephone
Telex
EARN and Bitnet

FINNISH

UNIVERSITY

+358-0-4572711
125833 VTKKSFattn"
pietikai @ FINFUN

NETWORK

- CURRENT

22,5,1986

FUNET/2088

STATUS

During the last few years discussions and investigations had been undertaken related to the computer
network of Finnish Universities, It was recognized
that both the national and international communication services for researchers using computers was
necessary, At the beginning of 1984 a project named
FUNET - Finnish University Network - was launched
by the Ministry of Education, The project is sponsored by the Ministry and the Finnish PTT,
Architecture

and protocols

The Finnish University Network - FUNET - is based
on the use of the public X,25-based network service
Datapak offered by the Finnish PTT, Open triple X
PAD service (X.3, X,29, X.28) is available on all
the hosts. Besides this there are more services between compatible computers due to the use of computer dependant network solutions by the manufacturers. These homogenous parts of FUNET are called
closed subnetworks, By now there are three types of
subnets: DNA/Decnet (DEC), HP/AdvanceNet (HP)
DCA/Telcon (Sperry),
It’s of course favoured to get open solutions for
the high level protocols. FUNET participates in NORDUNET X.400- and FTAM-rpojects that are also coordinated by RARE, objective of these projects is to
get working networks that are based on international standards,
A research project on the FTAM-protocol has been
launched at the University of Helsinki. It’s expected to carry out prototype implementations
as a
p~rt of the project programme,
It has also started a research project on the MHS
X.400 protocol at the University of Helsinki, The
MHS implementation EAN from the University of British Columbia is intended to get installed on VAX
/VMS- and VAX/Unix -systems as soon as possible.
The connection with EARN is also operational.
the moment there are 7 nodes in Finland.

At

EARN
FUNET was connected
to EARN in the autumn
1985. The
national
node representing
Finland
is a IBM-4341
running
VM/CMS
at the Helsinki
University
of Technology. It is connected
with a leased
line to QZ,
Stockholm.
The Finnish
University
community
uses this node to
communicate
with EARN-nodes
outside
Finland.
The
Decnet subnet
in FUNET is also connected
with EARN
by the JNET software
product
from Joiner
Associates
Incorporated
running
in 3 VAX’es.
This sofware
gives more services
to the Decnet-users
than just login.
The connection
to the EARN can be considered
as a
gateway,
especially
because
of the use of the JNET
facilities.
A complete
FUNET-EARN
gateway
can’t be
inplemented
as long as we have no open mail-system
as a network
service.
At least at the beginning
it
is not possible
to have just one Finnish
node from
the EARNs point of view as it was desired.
Addressing

formats
No special
addressing
formats
have been considered
so far due to the status of the network.
When the
EAN- and EARN-traffic
is established,
the recommendations
of the User Communities
of these network
in
Europe will be obeyed.

Administrative

rules

The right to use the network
is up to the Universities. In actual
practice
this means that the University Computing
Centers
supervise
access
to the networking
facilities
of the host computers.
As a rule
Current

there

are

no major

restrictions.

status
Funet has been developed
gradually.
Currently
there
are about 45 accessible
hosts within
Universities.
Remote
login service
was operational
nearly at every University,
on one or more nodes.
Also more facilities are available
on computers
depending
on the
computer
type.
Foc the international
~lail traffic the FARN- and
EAN-networks
will be used. The internal
mail is
handled
mainly by CO~- and PortaCOM-systems,
but ~lso the VMS/MAIL
and a self-made
NEWS service
(implemented
at the Tampere
University
of Technology
on
the base of VMS/MAIL,
a kind of a bulletin
board)
are used in Decneto

The future work will be concentrated on open filetransfer and MAIL. FUNET participates in cooperation with the Nordic countries (NORDUNET) and also
to other international efforts (RARE, COSINE, EARN,
etc.).
Personal

contacts
FUNET steering

committee

Matti Ihamuotila
Finnish State Computer Centre
University Support Division

Chairman
EARN Bod

Lars Backstr6m
University of Helsinki,
Computing Centre

Nordic
Cooperation
(NORDUNET)

Juha Hein~nen
Tampere University

of Technology

Ju~ka Ora~en
Finnish PTT
Risto Raitio
~iinistry of Education
Panu Pietik~inen
Finnish State Computer Centre
University Support Divisio~

Secretary
Technical
Coordinator

Other contacts
Martti Tienari
University of Helsinki,
Department of Computer Science

FTAM
Nordic
Cooperation

Kimmo Laaksonen
Helsinki University

DEC/Decnet
of Technology

Liisa Marttinen
University of Helsinki.
Department of Computer Science

MHS

Teppo Savinen
Helsinki School of Economics
and Business Administration

HP3000

Jouni Vuorela
Tampere University

VAX/Decnet
of Technology
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REUNIR
REUNIR is the current french academic and research network. Its
objective is to establish a communication infrastructure for the french
academic research community, by connecting and unifying the networks
already existing in universities and research centers.
REUNIR is an acronym for ¯ REseau des UNIversit6s
et de la
Recherche (in english ¯ network of universities a~d research).
REUNIR is concerned with the promotion and effective realisation
of computerized communication aimed at academic and research activities.

PARTNERSHIP
REUNIR is constituted
research bodies in France :

primarily

by the two main

academic

and

- Education Nationale (National Education),
- CNRS = Centre National de la Recherche Scientifique
(National Center for Scientific Research)
together with several specialized research centers ¯
- INRA = National Agronomical Rcsearcl~ Institute
- ORSTOM = Organisation for Scientific Research in over sea
countries
- INSERM = Health and Medical Research Institute
- CIRAD = Internation~ Cooperation Center in Agronomical
Research for Development

OBJECTIVES
REUNIR has the following objectives ¯
- manage the basic communication
network between the computer
centers and the laboratories administrated by its partners,
- extend
this
organisations,

basic

network

to other

interested

research

- establish connection with others, nation:.~l and international,
academic research networks.

ACTIVITIES
The current

activities

of REUNIR are of two kinds

:

- immediate action to improve the communication
between the users
of the REUNIR community,
with an ever growing opening
towards
international
networking.
This is achieved
through
specific
projects
coordinated
by the
REUNIR Technical
Team.
- middle and long term planning for effective application of
communicationstandards.
This requires to follow closely the evolution of the OSI standards
and to control their implementation by the manufacturers. To be
effective,this controlhas to be done at an internationallevel, and
REUNIR intends to participate fully in the activities of the
european organisations and projects such as RARE and COSINE.
The current
-

scope of activities

extends

to :

message handling systems,
file transfer,
intcrconnectionof main computin~ centers,
direct acces to calculusand documentationservices.

ORGANIZATION
Janinc CONNES and Jean-Claude IPPOLITO assume the direction of
the network. They are assisted by :
- the Nodes Managers Comitee,
- the End-User Group,
- the Reunir Technical Team.
¯

CONTACT
To obtain more elaborate
contact:
- Mme CONNES
C.N.R.S.
15, quai Anatole France
F. 75008 PARIS
or

- g:r IPPOLITC
C.N.U.S.C.
950, route de Saint-Priest
BP 7229
34084 IViONTPELLIER C~dcx

information

about REUNIR, please

R

E U N I R ¯ STATE

IBM,

OF

THE

NETWORK

Users of the REUNIR Network access
BULL, DEC, CRAY, UNIVAC...

INFRASTRUCTURE

--

heterogeneous

computers

:

Currently, the network structure includes several components :
- a hierarchical topology providing universities with access to~ local
regional and national computing facilities,
- a private X25 network connected to Transpac,
- a large SNA network between mainframes and users workstations,
- local area networks inside laboratories or campus,
- hyperchannel connexions for high speed file transfer services.
To establish these connexions, REUNIR is using
- public X 25 network (Transpac)
- leased lines : medium speed for users connexions to computers
services,
high speed links up to 2 megabits/s to provide connectivity
between computers.
,~
International communications are available through
- specialized international networks (Eurasnct, Space, Nascom,
Cernct...).
¯

- general purpose networks (Earn, Arpanet...).
¯

,,
¯
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six main work items are currently under work.
Tl~ey are organized as projects associating network analysts from
REUNIR
nodes under management
and coordination
of the REUNIR
Technical Team.
Project i : Message Handling ~ervices and File Transfer
1.1

Intcrconnexion of current mail services on X400 basis ~sing
Cosac impleme~tations

1.2 High Speed Da~u Transfer ~ervices between no(;..~-~
- Netex services,
- SNA services.
1.3 FTAM
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STATUS
FORTHENORWEGIAN
UNr.VERSITY
NETWORK
(UNINETT)

I.

STATUS

OF UNINETT

TvDe of Network:
UNINETT
is a joint
effort
between
the
universities,
research
institutes,
vendors and PTT. The UNINETT
services are offered to universities,
schools, research institutes
and research departments in industry.
We are using
the public
X.25 service
Oatapak
participating
institutions,
and have local X.25
university, see annex I.
Facilities
to the users; So far, all services
(except
terminal
access).
During
1986, this
following experimental services are operational:

between
switches

the
at each

are experimental
will change.
The

-

Message Service,
EAN implementation
of X.400,
coordinated
with
the RARE Hessage Service.
In connection
with
the
message service,
the users
are offered
a directory
service.
The message service
is heavily
used.

-

UNINETT File Transfer Service, so far implemented only on
NORD I00 (SINTRAN) and VAX (VMS). The file transfer service
is offered on few machines, and is therefore not
frequently used.

-

Terminal
access,
based
on tripple
X (PAD).
Users
can
connect from their local terminal to any computer connected
to the international
X.25 network following the tripple X
recommendations.
Through the terminal service
it
is
possible
to connect
to EARN (the Norwegian
node is at
RUNIT) and QZ COM.

Use of protocols.

The protocols
Service:

used

are:

-

For the Message

-

For the File Transfer Service: UNINETT Fire Transfer
Protocol (UFTP), a simple file transfer protocol specified
by the UNINETT project which are running on top of an ISO
cl. 0 Transport service.

-

For the Terminal

Access

X.400.

Service:

X.28/x.2g/x.3.

Gateway
interconnect~on,
For the File Transfer
and Terminal
Access Service there is no gateways. The Message Service has the
following "official" gateways:
-

To the "Gray
UCL, London.

book"

service

in UK: A gateway

-

To the Australian
OZ-service:
Helbourne
University,
Australia.

A gateway

is

is

available

available

at

at

-

To ARPA: A gateway
is available
at the Norwegian
Telecommunication
Research
Establishment,
Kjeller,

-

To CSNET:
ARPA.

Technically
it
(ex.
EARN,
infrastructure
possibilities.

2.

Using

the

for

the UNINETT
Administration,
Norway.

ARPA gateway

to

reach

community

CSNET-RELAY

in

is

also
possible
to reach
other
message
systems
UUCP) from
EAN, but the missing
international
do not permit
us to publish
these
"unofficial"

FUNDING
The future
of UNINETT (the
Norwegian
University
Network)
seems
be secured
by funding
from the Hin£stry
of culture
and Scientific
Affairs.
For future
projects,
UNINETT will
be able
to focus
on
getting
services
operat£onal,
rather
than doing
experiments
with
services.
We have just
started
activities
new project
network.

3.

INTERNATIONAL
UNINETT
is
organizations:
-

to

reorganize
which
will

our
lead

organization
us towards

and defining
an operational
/

/.

COOPERAT[ON.
participating

Cost 11 ter
(Amigo,
distributed

in

the

following

international

I
management)
/

-

-

Nordunet
(To establish
universities
RARE
Technical
research

harmonized
and research

coordination
institutions

~
between

network
services
organizations)

of

a MHS-service

between

Nordic

European

CONTACTS
The following
candidates
different
activities:
Overall

service:

HHS service:

File

Transfer

are

at

the

moment

responsible

for

Roald Torbergsen,
RUNIT - The Computing
at the University
of Trondheim
<torbergsen@vax.runit.unit.uninett>
All Hansen, RUN[T - The Computing
University of Trondheim <alf-hansen@vax.runit.unit.uninett>
service:
Einar
Levdal,
UiO - The University
C~.ln~vdal-eguse.uio.unLnett>

Centre

Centre

of

the

at

Oslo

the

U~TO

IBVl
4361

UITO

UIB
KV
NR

= UNIVERS
ITYOFTROM~
= UN[VBRSSTY
OFBERGEN
= A/SKC~SBERG
VAPENFABRIKK
= A/SNORSK
DATA
= .~bRWEGIAN
COMPUTING
CENTRE

= BLINDERN--KJEI
! ~R COMPUTER
FACILITY
RUNIT = COt~INGCENTREAT THE
UNIVERSITYOF TRO~IM

= ~ X.25 SWITCH

SIDA I

HORDUNET
Birgltta Carlson
Stockholms University Computing Center, QZ
Chairman of the NORDUNET programme comitt~e

NORDUNETP ROGRAMI~
Since 1980 yearly conferences have been organized to foster cooperation and exchange of information among the Nordic national university
network projects. Based on these experiences a task force was formed
to prepare a programme for computer network cooperation within the
Nordic countries the result of which is the NORDUNET programme.
The programme was presented to the council of the Nordic ministers in
1984 and was judged to be of great value for advancing cooperation
research and education in the Nordic countries. A Nordic network would
provide an infrastructure that could strengthen the level of competence
in least favored regions independant of geographical factors. The
Nordic ministers thus allowed a sum of 10 MNOK (norwegian crowns) to
four year project to the NORDUNET project starting summer 1985.
This paper describes the intentions, objectives and current status .of
the NORDUNET project. This project will aligne the Nordic network activities and work towards harmonization and a common Nordic infrastructure.

Nordic National Network pro~ects
In the Nordic countries national university networks were initiated
and implemented since the end of 1970’So A brief decription of these
is given below.
- Denmark: The Centernet project was started 1978 and is based on
the OSI model. In the first phase the network should give terminal
access to the three regional university computing centres NEUCC in
Lyngby. RECAU in Aarhus and RECKU in Copenhagen. The Centernet
project has cooperated with the telephone companies JTAS/KTAS what
regards the transport network PAXNET and is based on X°25. The
computers which are connected are CDC, IBM, UNIVAC/SPERRY and RC
(Regnecentralen). The network offers terminal traffic and it
supports lineoriented terminals.
- Finland: After several years of discussions and studies the Finnish
university network, FUNET, project started 1984. The project is
supported by the ministery of education and the PTT is providing
free X.25 (DATAPAK) services.
The objective is to establish PAD connection to most of the host
computers at the universities. Closed subnetworks between computers
of the same type are also included in the plans. Development of
other services within the OSI framework based on higher level
protocols are planned to start during 1985. FUNET then plans to
use the same protocols and solutions as in other nordic countries
so that no gateway functions will be necessary between Finland and
the networks in Sweden and Norway.

- Iceland: Network plans have been initialized in Iceland and the
PTT is planning to open a X.25 based service during 1985.
Cooperation with the other Nordic Countries is regarded as highly
interesting.
- Norway: In Norway the Uninett project was started in 1975.
Uninett is based on the OSI model and has mainly been financed by
NTNF (the Norwegian science research council) and the participating
institutions. The project was started early and hence there was no
protocol standard for interactive traffic and file transfer. The
PAD standard was soon adopted but the other Uninett protocols will
be exchanged to standard protocols as soon as these exist.
Uninett has been in operation since 1978 and offers to-day interactive
terminal traffic, simple file transfer and computer conferencing (COM).
MHS will be implemented.
The main efforts within the Uninett project have been placed on research
on for instance multimedia messageing, connection of different networks
and experiments on broadband networking.

- Sweden: The SUNET project started 1980 within the framework of
the programme for information technology of the Board of Technical
Development. SUNET is based on the OSI model and it uses the X.25
services Datapak from the PTT.
The SUNET protocols are mainly based on the Uninett protocols
which has had the advantage that development and implementation
of the higher level protocols have been done in cooperation between
two projects.
The use of the network has been widened to institutions outside the
information technology area and the operation of the network is
carried out by the university computing centers in Sweden.

NORD~NE~ OBJECTI’VI~S
The NORDUNET project shall establish a stable reliable network that
will connect the Nordic research and development environments.
The services of the network should be easily available to the users.
The programme shall open for electronic exchange of messages,
documents and data and permit usage of computer resources, programs
and databases within the Nordic countries. The user shall easily
connect to the nordic and other international networks and information
services.
It is important’ to point out that NORDUNET shall be based on existing
telecommunication services and aim for the use of international standards..
NORDUNET shall be based on the national network projects within the
Nordic countries and these will be responsible for the daily operation.
In this way a common Nordic infrastructure for research and development
will be provided. At the same time there will be established new services
and the Joint competence will be available to the local regions.

¯

It is hoped that by this Joint effort the conditions for exchange
of information and cooperation will be brought up to an international
standard¯

Planned activities in the WORDUNET pro~r~--~e
Tasks
In order to establish the services that are necessary to obtain an
infrastructure and open the communications to international networks
a set of tasks are defined which are common to the Nordic community.
These include the following.
- to define, initiate and coordinate developments projects
that are necessary to realize the services. Moreover to
coordinate the operation of the network in order to supervise
the stability and availability in the network.
- to support the implementation of the common infrastructure
through establishment of resources and competens locally where
necessary.
- to develop information and documentation material as well as
inform and advise the users of the services and how to use them.
This will be developed with the initialization and setting up of
an information service.
- to administer public relations, information and marketing of
NORDUNET.
- to function as a catalyst for new development and research projects
as well as evaluate applications for funding of such projects.

Projects
The project plan for NORDUNET contains activities within the following
areas.
- Establishment of transport service
Based on ISO transport station
- File transfer
Standard FTAM (file transfer and management) when available.
Temporary solution and transition is a problem.
- Message handling
Based on CCITT X.400 series of protocols.
- Information services
- Internetworking
Connection of local area and long distance networks asumes
a common strategy for internet protocols.
- Network administration and control
Operation and network control need good working tools
which to-day are Just in a starting phase of standardization.

- Formal methods for development and verification tools
There is a considerable amount of research going within this
area,
- Participation in standardization work.
- Support for pilot projects.
- Research projects.
It should be noted that around 3 MNOK are set aside for the two last
activities which are regarded to be of special interest for the use
and development of the Nordic network.

Relations to European networking projects~ RARE and COSINE
In May 1985 a conference, European Network shop, was held in Luxenburg
with representation from the academic networking projects in Europe.
In many of the European countries communication services have been
introduced for the academic community. Depending on when the services
were planned they include different level of services and protocol
definitions. The purpose of the network shop was to bring together
representatives from these projects who are actively involved in the
operation and development of the services.
The workshop was sponsored by CEC (Commission of European Committees),
ECFA (Committee for Future Accelerators), ESF (European science foundation) and COST (Cooperation Europgenne dans la domaine de la recherche
Scientifique et Technique).
The result of this initiative was to form an. association, RARE (R~seaux
associ~s pour la Recherche Europgenne) with the objective to establish
a communication infrastructure for the European research community.
This will be achieved by standardization
and harmonization
of the
services and protocols as well as organizing information necessary to
use the services in a productive way.
The association will base its work on the national projects and work
closely together with standardization bodies, for instance CEN/CENELEC
as well as the European Telecom suppliers.
By acting as a ~ified pressure group it is expected that the use of
international standards will advance and the number and quality of
vendor supplied implementations of these standards will increase.
A number of working groups have been defined and started within RARE
of which following examples can be noticed:
File transfer’
Message handling
X.25 standardization
Information services.

In late automn 1985 West Germany took an initiative to start, a project
within the Eureka framework named European research network. The proposed project contained activities which were in line with those of
RARE. A meeting in Bonn,february 1985, hosted by der Bundesminister
fur Forschung und Technologie, this initiative was discussed. The
meeting resulted in a statement where it was made clear that RARE was
intended to execute the initial specification phase for this Eureka
project, now named COSINE (Cooperation for Open Systems Interconnection in Europe).
This expression of political support for the European networking activities is of coruse of fundamental importance for the possibilities
to meet the goals of the projects and get proper funding of necessary
resources.
NORDUNET already in 1984 had defined its goals and objectives in a way
which is congruent to the RARE and COSINE projects and contains the
same threads of activities and projects. The way of operation and the
relations to the national projects have as well a similar structure.
From the Nordic perspective we see interesting possibilities for cooperation with the European activities. NORDUNET has in fact started
some projects, for instance within the message handling and file trans-.
fer areas wheredirect links exist with RARE. NORDUNET is the host of
the European networkshop 1986 in Copenhagen.
~.

Stat~s of the ROF~DU~ET pro~ect
The project started spring 1985. Since then the organization of the
project has been defined, a steering committee nominated and
principles of operation for this committee established~ Activities
carried out so far have be~n the following:
"
- A survey of the status of the national projects has been carried
out to set a basis
for the project.
- A survey of the international scene has been made to identify
the role of Nord~net in an overall framework.
- Project plans are being prepared for the following areas
*
*
*

File transfer
Message handling
Information services

- Marketing information and public relations activities are
being planned.
- A surve~ of user needs will be carried out.
Results of these surveys are made available to those interested.
A short presentation of the file transfer, message handling and information services projects will be given below.

File transfer
The aim of the file transfer project of NORDUNET is to build a harmonized, common file transfer service covering the academic community
of all the Nordic countries. This service will be an important part of
a common networking infrastructure serviig our community in the years
to come. The project leade of the file transfer project is Einar L~vdal,
Oslo University.
As a first phase an evaluation of the most relevant alternatives for
the NORDUNET file transfer service has been carried out. The report
does not envisage file transfer service and protocols based on manufactures standards like DECNET, EARN and COSMOS. This does not imply that
these concepts are considered uninportant but NORDUNET should not see
it as their task to promote vendor specific solutions. The primary
concern of NORDUNET is to promote an open system of interconnection
between the universities of the Nordic countries regardless of host
type as well as to base the solutions as far as possible on international standards.
There exists currently no international standard for file transfer
but the standardization work on ISO FTAM has reached a point where it
has been decided to launch FTAM, CASE (Comman Application Service elements) and Presentation together as Draft International Standards
(DIS) spring -86.
NORDUNET has decided to use the ISO FTAM as file transfer protocol as
the final solution. However after having studied the status of the
standardization work, in spite of recent fall though ~within for instance the MAP (Manufacturer Automotion protocol) programme, it
clear that it will be necessary to provide an interim solution for at
least two years. A study has been performed by the project leader on
currently available protocols regarding their protocol and implementation features (table I and 2) as well as their availability on computers and systems types of interest for the Nordic academic community
(table 3). The protocols that have been studied are Blue book (JANET),
RDA (DFN) and UFTP (Uninett).
One criterium is that NORDUNET should not take on any development
work for the interim situation but use the resources available on more
general long term projects.
These tables show that implementations of the Blue book protocol exist
for all systems of interest for NORDUNET except Burroughs. Thus Blue
book gives a coverage which is far more complete than the other protocols. The Blue book protocol also contains the most comprehensible
set of features. The support of the Blue book implementations can also
be contracted.
Cost scenarios for the three alternatives have been developed to give
a cost comparison between the alternatives. This shows that under the
condition that NORDUNET becomes a member of DFN the RDA alternatives
are available fore of charge. This clearly favors the RDA from the
economic point of view. However development costs for products not
available from DFN have to be added wich makes the RDA and the Blue
book alternatives more comparable costwise. The UFTP solution is by
far the most expensive taking into account development and maintenance
costs.

¯
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Thus NORDUNET has taken the decision to propose the use of .Blue book
as a limited interim solution. This means that NORDUNET will identify
user groups with special needs of file transfer, supply these with necessary Blue book implementations, assist and install the software
and help the user groups in the transition to the final FTAM solution.
Contacts have been taken with JANET to ensure support for NORDUNET and
cooperation is planned regarding the transition to FTAMo NORDUNET
will as well take part in standardization and transition work. This
will give the Nordic user groups a good interim solution and garanted
a transition as smoth as possible to the long term FTAM solution.
Message handling
The NORDUNET message handling service shall be based upon the CCITT
X.400 series recommendations of MHS.
The project plan is under development but a set of decisions has been
taken to forward the project as fast as possible. A working group with
representatives from the Nordic countries headed by Alf Hansen RUNIT,
Trondheim, is in charge of this work.
At present the EAN Software from University of British Columbia, Vancouver, is a MHS implementation which has been in use in Norway and
Sweden since 1984. EAN is installed on 5 computers at 3 institutes in
Norway and on 5 computers in Sweden. A multitude of installations exist
in Europe and in the rest of the world. RARE has decided to set up a
first mail service based on EAN. EAN will be developped into a fully
X.400 compatible shape and global distributed directory service will
be established according to the plans.
NORDUNET has negotiated a common Nordic license agreement with UBC and
plans are currently developed to set up distribution centers within the
Nordic countries to distribute the software.
The operation of the services are basically national responsabilities
but in the initial phase it is important to work out coordinated
plans for organizing the service.
There is a need for information services containing a catalog of users
of the NORDUNET
MHS service.
In the first phase it has been
prioritized to provide written information about EAN users and nodes
as well as information on how to reach other networks, for instance
JANET and ARPA. This project must work in close cooperation with the
informationservices project (see below).
KOM/COM on the DEC 10 in Stockholm and Oslo has so far provided most of
the message handling services in the Nordic countries. A project plan
is being worked out to develop Xo400 for PortaCOM. This project will
also include a directory service.
The NORDUNET MHS project will also study the CEN/CENELEC activities
and take part in and follow up on on-going harmonization projects,
within the field.

Information service
The project on information services is felt to be of crucial importance
to spread knowledge about the NORDUNET services to the users. Mats
Brunell, Stockholm University Computing Center, QZ is responsible for
this working group.
The project is carried out in cooperation with SUNET where a similar
project was defined. The two projects could thus share resorces and
substantial time and cost sharing could be made by not inventing the
wheel twice.
An information leaflet as well as technical documentation is being
worked out as soon as possible to market the NORDUNET services as well
as services that can be reached through NORDUNET. One contact person
per country is in charge of collecting and disseminating information.
The MHS project has taken an interim decision to set up one name server
per country.
A complete project plan is being worked out which will include proposal
for newsletter, on-line information services, contacts with other networks and so on.
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ACTIVITIES FOR THE CREATION OF " S W I T C H " ,

CH

A SWISS NATIONAL NETWORK FOR RESEARCH AND EDUCATION

Goal
Creation of an infrast£uctureproviding telecommunicationse£vices on the base of the p~inciples
correspondingto those stated by RARE.

O~ganisationalbase
Responsibleinstitution: the "ConferenceUnive~sitai~eSuisse"("CUS" or "SHK"),an organisation
coordinatingthe policy of all cantonal and federal universitiesin Switzerland,respectivelyits
InformaticsCommission("CICUS") - something like a swiss universitycomputer board. Networking
activities are run by a network wo~king party, with sub-groups for technical studies and fo~
operationalconcecns(also cesponsiblefor runningEARN and CHUNET),with plans for a user interface sub-group.Ultimately, an independantorganisationunder the name of "SWITCH" will succeed
the CUS in its responsibilityfor netwocking.

Presentactivities
Two principalactivities~
- Provision of networkingservices on the base of EARN (i0 sites" with 20 nodes), and - to some
degree - of CHUNET,an experimentalMHS networkwith 4 active sites.
- Preparationof the futuce nationalnetwork.
The past period has served to establish a sound base foc the actual creation of the planned
netwock.Some key activities:
- Acquiring the necessacy know-how and the basis foc the decisions to be made, technicallyand
administratively.
- Gaining operational experiences with MHS by participating with the "CHUNET" experimental
network in the pilot operation decidedin Luxemburg.
- Coordinationof networking activities in the diffecent universities,particulaclyimpoctant
due to the extcemelyrapid introductionof large local area networks in most universities.
-

Pacticipationin the pcepa~ationof a federal law on the promotion of informatics,gcanting 15
million FS for the creationof the planned network.

-

Establishingintecnational contacts (RARE, COSINE, convention with DFN). The CUS will be
foundingmembec of RARE (to be succeededby the SWITCH organisationas soon as it exists).

- Pacticipationin thcee domains of RARE activities: CEPT liaison,MHS, FTAM; it is a strategy
to limit active participationto few domains, cocrespondingto major aceas of interest at the
nationallevel.
- Promotion of the idea of telecommunication secvices in the swiss academic community (for
instance,editingthe "SWITCH"journal).
- Pceparationof the "SWITCH"o~ganisation.

Next steps~ preoccupstions
Rapid cceationof the "SWITCH" ocganisation;pceparationof focmal specificationsfor the planned
services; preparationof an intecim solution for high throughputcommunicationswith supe£-compurer facilities (e.g. high-speed bridges between university LANs ?); establishingfunding foc
running expenses for the operational phase of SWITCH (not included in the initial funding);
establishinggood and economically sound working relations with the swiss PTT; cec~uitment of
competentstaff.

Status of Academic Networking in

the

United Kingdom

P.F. Linington - 86 May 24th
The private UK academic network called JANET now links all the Universities
and many of the Polytechnics and Research Council laboratories in the
cotmtry. 1985-86 has been a period of consolidation and growth following
the creation of the unified network from a number of separate components.
The network consists of ten packet switches sited at
London
Manchester
Rutherford
Daresbury
Edinburgh
Bath
Cambridge
Belfast
Swindon
and Bid ston.
The links between the major switches operate at 48kbps and those to the
more minor ones at 9.6kbps. Individual sites are connected at either
9.6kbps or 48kbps, depending on the level of traffic¯ This network is now
carrying more than 700 Megabytes a day, and traffic levels continue to
rise. The usage is for a mixture of terminal access, mail, file transfer
and remote job entry.
Practically all the attached sites operate some form of local area network,
and it is generally "to this that the wide area connection is made; mixed
wide and local area operation is therefore the norm. The local area
networks are a mixture of X. 25, slotted ring ~and C~,~A/CD technologies, as
necessitated
by the varying geographies
and activities of the sites
involved¯
Because each site administers its own local connections, the total number
of systems is difficult to estimate accurately, but there are probably
about 700 connected systems and some 25000 terminals, about half connected
directly to network PADs.
The network supports a directory of systems, called the name registration
service, which currently has records of almost 600 systems in one or more
of the available protocol contexts. Registration is expanding by about ten
percent each month.
In the autumn of 1985, the.ogovermnent awarded additional funding for the
expansion of this complex of wide and local area networks, to a total of 8M
ecu over three years¯ In this time, the trunk speeds in the wide area will
be increased to O.25Mbps, providing a redundant mesh of links multiplexed
onto 2Mbps circuits. The typical site access speed will be increased to
48kbps, with more capacity being provided where traffic merits it. The
local area networks will be upgrades to provide higher performance and
increase the proportion of equipment connected.
The protocols used in the UK academic community are currently an interim
set defined before the OSI standardization
was well advanced. These
- I -

.~--

, Coloured
¯

Books

cover:
Terminal access
File Transfer
Electronic Mail
Job Transfer
¯
and Screen mode access.

Protocols from the set are implemented on some 25 different
operating system types, and are in regular service use.

machine and

For the future, the UK academic community is committed to a transition to
the IS0 defined 0SI protocol standards. A detailed pl~ning exercise is in
progress, aimed at a phased transition from the old to the new protocols
without interruption of service. This will involve a complex management
project to ensure that the necessary protocol conversion facilities are
provided and that the directory facilities
support the distributed
transition¯
A draft report of the transition study group has recently been issued for
comment, and copies of this report can be obtained from the UK Joint
Network Team.
As a first step in this transition, a joint project has been established by
the Alvey Directorate and the JNT to provide a gateway service between the
EAN proto-X.4OO community and the UK Grey Book mail community. This gateway
is being developed and is currently being operated on a pilot basis by
University College London.
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and future

of the group.

he X-25 standard network interface,
whether in private o~
pub]Ic networks, or on polnt-to-point
]eased lines. Universities
or" laboratorle~ with ]:[EP
Eroups should arrange for X.25 connection
to their
pub]Ic
networks
when these
become
available,
and
conversions of non-X.25 private networks used by HEP ]aboratorles
to offer X.25 service is strongly encouraged".

A large number of laboratories,
including
CERN, have
followed this recommendation
to use the X.25 standard - or were
already actlve]y doing so; with it came the associated "triple X"
standard for remote terminal access (CCITT recommendations
X.3,
X.28 and X.29), with the effect that physicists have seen, within
a small
number
of years,
some
first
elements
of HEPNET
functionality become a reality.
In the same report [i], 3ubgroup 5 identified four file
transfer protocols
(FTP) which were those predomlnant]y
used
the European HEP community: CERNET at CERN, DECNET mostly then in
Italy, UNINETT in 3candlnavlan
countries,
NIFTP or "Blue Book"
mostly then in the UK. It was recommended
that "a consistent
strategy
of FTP converters"
be adopted
and that "a European
col]aboratlon
to coordinate
I~P
conversion
activities"
be
launched.
Furthermore,
the report stressed that "institutes
and
organizations
not supportin E one of the FTPs which will fo~m the
ehaln of protocols are encouraEed by SGS, as an interim solution,
to adopt and Install one of them", in order to minimize the amount
of heterogeneity in the short to medium term future.
With the permanent
aim of fostering
European
HEP
networking
activities,
ECFA $G5 launched
a number of surveys,
studies
and other actions.
These have been reported
upon in
September
1983 [2], while this status report covers the period
since that date.
The group has met regularly
in 1984 and 1985, at about
four-month intervals, in various ]ocatlons within Europe Including
CERN at least once per year. One meeting was held in conjunction
with
the UK Networkshop
(1984),
another
one with the INFN
Networkshop
(1985). This corresponds
to some of the main aims
the group, as de~crlbed in [2] (~ectlon l). 3ubgroup 5 is chaired
slnce. 1985 by J. Hutton (RAL), the secretary
being E. Va]ente
(INFN). A list of the group members appears in Appendix
1. The
present report has been prepared by P. Van Binst.

All documents referred to in the present report, as well
as a full index of 3ubgroup 5 papers, are available from Ms. M-T.
Monnet, DD Division, CERN.
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2. U~em~ Guide

and Directory.

These two documents
were considered
to be among the
leading requirements
of the average physicist user. They have now
been produced and are aval]able as two separate items: the fixed
part or Users Guide was published
in February 1985 [3] while the
directory is regularly updated and is presently available both on
paper [4] and as a fl]e on the CERN Wy]bur system (HELP X.25).
This list contains, as of today, close to ]00 hosts of interest to
HEP users and accessible over the public and other X.25 compatible
packet, switched networks, and it is stl]l growing. Subgroup 5 is
now considering more automatic means of keeping and updating this
information.

3. File transfer,
As was described above, the 3ubgroup identified early in
its activities
a restricted
llst of file transfer protocols
and
recommended
that a consistent
strategy of converters
be set up.
This gave rise to the setting
up of the GIFT project [5] which
produced operational software during the first half of 1985, that
could be used by a large fraction
of the European
HEP users
community;
indeed, a file transfer protocol converter
is running
at CERN and allows the direct transfer
of files between
hosts
using the CERNET, Blue Book (JANET) and DECNET protocols.
Also,
since
then,
a number
of networks
have
been
set up using
recommended protocols (e.g. PHYNET in France).

inclusion

Other protocols
are
in the GIFT project.

~. Practlca]

useof

the "Triple

presently

being

considered

for

X" recommendations,

A small team conducted a survey of the implementation
of
the X.3, X.28 and X.29 recommendations
in various environments,
with
a particular
emphasis
on the definition
and common
understanding
of the PAD parameters
in different
public networks
[8]. This is a delicate area where many discrepancies
are to be
found among PTT’s and other network providers, as well as between
different
network hardware
and software
vendors.
The group was
invited
to Join in a harmonlsatlon
activity
sponsored
by the
Commission of the European Communities.
Their report is now being
finalized for publication.

5. E]ectronlc

available
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~. Historical

background

and recent

actlwltles

of the group±

In 1979, the European Committee for Future Accelerators
(ECFA) established a Working Group on Data Processing Standards
HEP. This Working Group spawned a number of subgroups to cover the
many areas to be studied; Subgroup 5, named "Links and Networks,,,
is devoted to data communications.
ECFA works in close co]]aboratlon
with CERN as well as
~ac]ay, RAL, DE~Y, INFN, IN2P3, etc. Indeed, it groups all the
European HEP laboratories,
large and small, stand-alone or hosted
in universities or other institutions.
This gives the organization
potential
access to a wealth of information
and expertise,
not
only in high energy physics but, as in the case of this Working
Group, also in data processing and data communications
at large.

The first main task of Subgroup 5 was to define, out of
the confused and heterogeneous
situation
which was the state of
HEP networking
in the early 80’s, the concept~of
a networking
architecture
that was given the name HEPNET
or "High Energy
Physics Network". This was by no means an easy task, as is always
the case when one has to deal with an existing situation
which,
however imperfect, brings some well-defined
functionality to those
who are currently using it. This kind of argument has to be borne
in mind when considering for instance the US situation (see later
in this report).

HEPNET is a general concept, which has to be translated
into a set of application
tools, or facilities, for HEP users. It
must provide,
for instance,
electronic
mail, file transfer
and
remote terminal access all over Europe and, if possible, all over
the world.
This
has to be done
by making
use of physical
communication
channels
and networks,
accessed
by layered
hlgh-leve]
protocols,
in llne with the currently
prevailing
thinking in networking
and data communications
matters, based on
the now well-known 7-layer 05I model [6].

Obviously,
wherever
possible,
standard
protocols
and
procedures
should be used in order to simplify
the design and
implementation
efforts
and to facilitate
the communications
between users of dissimilar systems.

One such
standard,
which
was getting
worldwide
recognition
and has been implemented
since in a great variety of
environments,
both
public
and private,
is the CCITT
X.25
recommendatlo~
for accessing public packet-switched
networks [7].
For this reason, Subgroup 5 recommended
in August 1982 Ill that,
in the field of wide area communications,
"data transmission
between laboratories,
both natlonal]y and Internationally,
should
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~9] whlch led to a slml]ar activity inside CERN [10]. The reports
coming from these studies have led Subgroup 5, like CERN, to the
RECOMMENDATION
that HEP GROUPS SHOULD MOVE AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
TOWARDS THE USE OF THE CCITT "MESSAGE
HANDLING
SYSTEM" (](.400
series of recommendatlon~
[Ii]). Where appropriate,
use could be
made of the EAN package which constitutes
a presently
aval]able
approximation of the X.400 recommendations.
A coordination of such
activities at the European level has been set as one of the first
items on the action list of the RARE association (see below).
6. H~gh speed data transmlss~on.

Some members of the group have been investigating
the
possibility of achieving, within the short to medium term future,
high speed
(2 Mbit/s)
data transmission,
by making
use
satellite channels. A project known as HELIOS has been defined by
the Sac]ay group to initially ]ink CERN to the Paris region, using
the TELECOM ~ satellite [12]; this project has now been extended
to other partners
in France
as well as Be]glum,
while other
countries
(notably
Germany,
Italy and the Netherlands)
are
presently considering participation.
Another experiment, using the ECS satellite
been started by groups in UK, Austria and Italy.

system,

has

7. Local Area Networks.
This
fast
moving
and difficult
subject
has been
addressed by some members of the Subgroup with varying degrees of
success. Quite fruitful collaboration
has taken place with ESONE
and ECA, some seminars being Jointly organized,
but has not yet
led to well defined projects or recommendations.
Most of the work
has been concentrated
on the problems of the choice of a type of
transport
layer, as well as the internetworklng
between
wide
(X.25) and local area networks.
8. Contacts

and coordination

activities.

8.1. ECFA DPHG.

The ECFA Working Group on Data Processing
Standards
in
HEP was later renamed ECFA Data Processing Harmonlsatlon
Group or
DPHG. Quite a few of the subgroups have discontinued
their work,
having produced a final report on the subject they had considered.
It is felt that there is still a need for a small steering group
to keep the DPHG going, in order to promptly react to the needs
for coordination
and harmonlsatlon
arising for various bodies in
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the HEP communlt
5 is stl] ]
F . As Subgroup
actlvltles, a permanent
]ink has been established
steering committee and this subgroup.

continuin~
between the DPHG

8.2. LEP collaborations.

Subgroup 5 has been very careful in keeping ]inks with
the four LEP collaborations,
where the network experts are often
members
themselves
of the subgroup.
A formal gathering
of the
subgroup and of representatives
of the four LEP collaborations
was
organized at the subgroup’s meeting at CERN in October 1984.

8.3. HEP-CCC.
Subgroup 5 strongly encouraged the creation of the High
Energy Physics Computing Coordination
Committee, or HEP-CCC. This
is a body consisting
of Directors
and senior staff of the main
European HEP laboratories,
which is informed of relevant matters
by one or more DPHG or subgroup’s
representatives.
The HEP-CCC
naturally has the power to allocate resources, or define po]icles
or priorities
in all
matters
related
to computing
and
communications
in HEP.
8.4. European

Networkshop

and the RARE assoclatiOn~

It is the belief of the members of Subgroup 5 that the
use of international
standards
as well as the development
of
better
coordination
between
the interested
parties
at an
international
level is an essential step towards a solution to the
many problems
which
are to be tackled
in the very
diverse
environment of HEP networking. In this spirit, a conference called
"European
Networkshop"
was convened
in May 1985 in Luxembourg,
under the auspices of the Commission
of the European Communities
and with the sponsoring of ECFA and other organizations.
The major
outcome
of that
meeting
has been
the creation
of a Joint
Association of European Research Networks, entitled RARE (R~seaux
Associ@s pour la Recherche
Europ~enne),
which is to foster even
more European
- and hopefully
worldwide
- collaboration
in the
field of open networking.

RARE will be formally set up in 1986 as an international
organization;
ECFA will be officially
represented
at its Council
of Administration,
while many of the national representatives
will
also be members of Subgroup 5-
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8.5. EARN.
The aval]abl]Ity of the EARN network has been taken into
account by Subgroup 5 which prepared in October 1984 a POSition
paper on that subject

The advantages
of EARN are that it is free, at ]east
untl] 1987, since IBM pays for the leased lines which make up the
backbone of that network, including the transatlantic
line which
integrates
EAF~N into BITNET; it is also easily installed on IBM
systems, at ]east those running under the VM operating
system,
while the X.25 based software cannot always easily be implemented;
it is also available on VAX, CDC and other systems.

Some quotes
from [13] will summarize
.the view of
Subgroup
5 towards EARN. "The aim of the HEPNET strategy
is to
adopt solutions which are in line with international
standards ...
and facilitate
the Interconnectlon
of different
kinds
of
equipment.
EARN does not meet these criteria
well. It is not
compatible with the public packet switching systems, but can only
run over leased lines. RBCS [i.e. the communication
protocol used
by EARN] is not a layered protocol of the modern type ... and is
not an option with a long-term
future.
Also EARN cannot carry
terminal traffic ... It can offer a short-term
solution to some
prqblems
with
a minimum
of investment
of effort,
so that
development
work can be concentrated
on longer-term
solutions.
Institutes
who wish to take advantage
of EARN will also need to
plan for the future,
when IBM-stops
paying for the ~Ines. In
addition they will need to consider communication
with centres not
on EARN ..."

8.6. USA HEP networking._
Subgroup 5 has been kept well informed about the various
developments
in the field of HEP networking
in the USA. At its
last meeting
in October
1985, it invited
two promoters
of the
recently defined USA HEPNET to come and present this proposed new
facility which is based on a backbone leased llne network linking
BNL,
FNAL and SLAC,
with extensions
to LBL,
ANL, other
U3
universities
and laboratories,
and also to Europe and Japan. The
proposed network will support DECNET, X.25 and the Coloured Books,
as well as terminal traffic.

The subgroup welcomed the US initiative and stressed the
importance
of the Europe-USA
llnk, which might physically
be a
CERN-Fermilab,
polnt-to-point
connection,
by undersea
cable or
satellite.
The difflcu]ty
of harmonizing
the European
and US
situations
was recognized,
both at the technical
level (poor
availability and high costs of X.25 services in the US) and at the
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administrative
in Europe).

one (notab]F

the prob]

em of third-party

switching

Subgroup 5 recommends
that first priority be given, in
the USA HEPNET, to the use of ](.25 and ISO compatibl e protocols in
order to harmonize as much as possible the US situation with the
European one and lead the way to open systems interworklng.

9. Tariffs.
Particularly
delicate
are the financial
and tariff
questions,
which have to be dealt with in each separate country,
having their own administrations
and regulations.
An attempt at
comparing the costs of using leased lines versus packet-switched
vlrtua]
circuits,
for instance,
encounters very
serious
difficulties
which are due as much to the different nature of the
technologies as to the attitudes of the interested parties.
These
tariff
questions
are even more difficult
to
disentangle when one wants to work on both sides of the Atlantic.
The tariff structures
in the US are grossly different
from the
European ones, as are the attitudes of the service providers and
users.
/

It may be noticed that most organizational,
managerial
and financial issues are tougher than technical
problems and far
from being resolved,
especlal]y
considering
the international
aspects
inherent
in all activities
in HEP,
particularly
networking.
It is the hope of Subgroup 5 that a t/etter coordination
at the international
level, as is attempted
bY the setting-up
of
the RARE association
and the Involvment
of the Commission
of the
European
Communities,
will allow the HEP users to see tariff
structures
better adapted
to their needs and constraints.
The
Involvment
of Subgroup 5 in these matters is examp]Ified
by [14]
and [15].

I0.

Conc]usionsand

futureof

thegroup.

This
is the third
status
report
produced
by ECFA
Subgroup 5, after six years of activity. About I00 working papers
have been produced by members of the group, who are all actively
involved, at the national or international
level, in developping
and providing, networking facilities for HEP users. Papers on the
Subgroup activities
were recently presented
at an international
conference [16, 17].
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The members of the Subgroup have repeatedly reviewed the
va]Idlty
of their
work.
It seems
that
the quality
of the
Internatlona]
forum which the group constitutes,
its impact on
networking
practices
In HEP and indeed in larger circles,
the
well-established
re]atlons between the Subgroup and international
bodies and institutions like CERN, CCC, RARE and the Commission of
the European Commmunities,
should all warrant the time and effort
to continue its activities.
11.
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Three major independent
research organisations
coexists at national
level in Italy: CNR, ENEA and INFN. Each organisation
has built its
own network independently
and only now these networks have started to
interact
with the consequence
that some harmonization
work is
desirable.
Furthermore
there are three networks provided or planned
by the big computer centers or consortia of computer centers used by
the research community (CILEA, CINECA, IATINET). These networks were
built for convenience of access to the facilities of the centers from
remote users spread all over the national territory.
The following
brief
description
understanding
the status of research

Networking

of each network
will
networking in Italy.

help

in

in CNR.

Researchers
of CNR have access to computational
resources
located
either locally or in a few major computing centers of CNR, known as
"service
providers".
Six service
providers
are using
IBM or
IBM-compatible
machines
and one
has a CDC-machine.
All IBM-like
service
providers
are connected
via RSCS/NJE
and VM/PASSTHRU
protocols.
The CDC installation
is going to be connected soon by
means
of the NJEF emulator
of
the
IBM
NJE.
The
other
CNR
installations
are mainly using DEC, Honeywell or IBM equipment.
The
RSCS/NJE
and VM/PASSTHRU
networks
are being extended
in order to
include all other IBM installations.
The RSCS/NJE network of CNR is
part of EARN. The VM/PASSTHRU
network also includes another I0 nodes,
mainly
university
computer
centers,
outside
CNR itself.
One
connection between the CNR network and DARPA exists via SATNET. Some
DEC installations
are part of small
DECNETs
having
a limited
geographical
extension;
one of them is also an EARN node.
The
backbone
of the IBM .network will soon migrate to SNA and a DECNET
including
almost all DEC installations
is being planned and should
become
operational
in the first half of 1987. Gateways
are being
planned between IBM and DEC networks.
CNR institutes
and laboratories
are scattered
all over the national
territory,
but network
nodes
are now mainly
located
in the
north-western
and central parts of Italy.
The CNR networking
structure
is also intended to be the instrument
for experimenting
and validation new OSI products, within the OSIRIDE
project. OSI levels 4 and 5 and MHS implementations
are already being
tested. OSIRIDE is also currently defining FTAM options, functional
units and document
types,
based on the latest DIS version
of ISO
8571. An activity
on the definition
of test sequences
and test
scenarios for level 5 implementations
has just been started.

Networking

in ENEA

The network of the national body for nuclear and alternative
energies
(ENEA), ENET, is based on five IBM machines
located in the centers
around
Rome ind in Bologna.
The protocol
used is SNA over leased
lines
and the network
is mainly
used for job submission
and
administrative
purposes. The ENEA network has connections
to EARN, to
the CINECA network and an international
line to CISI at Saclay.
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European

The INFN network,
INFNET,
has been built
in order to provide
a
connection
facility
between
the computers
of the laboratories
and
centers of INFN all over the national territory.
The majority of the
machines
being DEC with a few IBM’s the resulting
network has been
based on lines leased from PTT and uses the protocols
commercially
known as DECNET.
The INFN investment
in software
has been mainly devoted increasing
the performance
and transparency
of commercially
available software
to meet the required
standards.
Namely specific
gateways
has been
developed
to allow access to computers
of different
manufacturers
(IBM, UNIVAC, CONTROL DATA) or to networks with different protocols
(GIFT project).
Particular
care has been taken to design the IBM gateway to provide
the highest possible degree of transparency
to the user in accessing
these machines
via DECNET
for file transfer,
job submission
and
±nteractive work.
Remote job submission and retrieval
for the other machines.

and file transfer

gateways

INFNET is not only used by the HEP community, but is also
the astrophysical
and solid state physics communities.

exist

accessed

by

As of May 1986 INFNET
connects
about I00 computers
in Italy and,
through two international
lines to CERN, about 200 more computers
used by Italian researchers
or collaborators
of Italian researchers.
The INFNET
connects
all the sections,
laboratories
and national
centers of INFN and allows the access to the major Italian computer
centers (CILEA, CINECA, CNUCE, CSATA, etc.) many computer centers
the Italian
universities
and the CERN
computer
center
and
international networks.
INFN has already
announced
its commitment
to the OSI standards.
However, the actual migration will be delayed until the OSI products
commercially
available
will have reached
a sufficient
level of
reliability
and performance.
The up-to-date
estimate of-the time of
migration is now in 1988.
In the meantime INFN expects a growth in complexity and dimension of
the network.
It is expected
to reach
within
the year 150 nodes
connected in Italy, with a daily traffic of about half a gigabyte. A
transition from some existing 9.6 kbps lines to 48 kbps ones has been
already planned for the next months, while we expect the need for 1
mDps within the nineties.

Networking

in CILEA

The CILEA consortium connects a large number of interactive
terminals
in the universities
in the areaaround
Milano to the central SPERRY
computer. A DECNET network has been built connecting the departmental
VAX computers in the universities,
in order to allow a better access
to its facilities.
This network is also connected to INFNET and EARN.
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RARE

European

NetworKs~op

.. Posters

The CILEA network was ba~ed on X:25 protocols
over leased lines to
allow for the widest PoSsible interconnectivity
between heterogeneous
machines and terminals and. an easy access to the public X.25 network.
The choice of X.25 was also motivated
by the previous
experience
of
CILEA with the EURONET experiment.

Networking
CINECA is
Italy. It
and a VAX
access for

in CINECA
the largest computer
center of the research
community
in
owns two IBMs (3083 and 4381) a CRAY XM-P/I-2,
CD C 83 5
11/785.
The main concern
of CINECA
is to allow an easy
the users of the machines.

For this reason
CINECA
has built a large terminal
access network
covering a large part of Italy and a DECNET network connected to the
VAX front-end to link many user machines through Italy. Connections
to EARN/BITNET
and to the public
X.25 network
(ITAPAC)
are also
provided.

IATINET
IATINET is a project for the interconnection
of four major computer
centers in the south of Italy (Bazi, Cosenza,
Naples, Palermo)
for
job and resource interchange.
It is based on IBM machines and the SNA
protocol as an interim solution.

Other existing
projects are not covered in the present brief review
of course, but it is already easy to see that the existing
networks
have basically the same aim and are overlapped
and interconnected
in
many points. An effort for the harmonization
and transparent
interconnection of these networks was started some time ago and we hope to
have soon some results.
To¯ achieve
a true transparency
of the interconnection
of the
different networks the OSI commitment is mandatory. The time-scale of
the single
transition
from the interim
protocols
now used to the
final OSI ones cannot be fixed here and now because it is related to
the availability
of the commercial
OSI products
and to the very
special needs Of the users of the individual networks.
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EUI~EKA,

RARE and

the

Deutsch~ c=ence
F.orschungsnetz
(German
Network)
Klaus-EckartMaass
DFN-Verein,Geschaftsfuhrung,
Berlin, F.R.G.
[Editorial note: DFNis a government-sponsored European Association should be to foster
initiative
funded by the GermanMinistry of
a European data and communications
Research and Technology for the purpose of
network in order to improve the indesigning and implementing a nationwide comfrastructure around European scientific
puter network to serve the communicationneeds of
the German scientific
community. Planning for
activities and to support the use of this
DFNbegan in January 1982 and work on the first of
network. The proposed network should
40 separate research projects began in July 1983.
be based on the principles of OSI (Open
These plans called for basing the DFNnetwork on
Systems lnterconnection), in the hopes
the ISO Open Systems lnterconnection-Reference
that the application of ISO standards
Modeland standardized protocols, as well as provision of both wide-area (WAN)network services
would promote widespread use.
(through the GermanPTT’s X.25 service) and local
The DFN-Verein (German Research
area network services (LANs). An important phase
Network
Association) has supported this
of the project focuses on the technical aspects of
initiative,
which originally came from
providing gateways between WANsand new or existing LANs (such as Ethernet, Hyperchannel,
Prof. Dr. Karl Zander from the HahnPABX,etc.). Possibilities for broad-band satellite
Meitner-Institut in Berlin. As a national
and ground-based communications will also be exnetwork organization of the Federal
plored. In the application layer, the network will
Republic of Germany, the DFN-Verein
allow mailing, remote job entry, file transfer and
has become a founding member of
access to time-sharing systems. Future goals also inRARE.
clude a graphic network service based on the standardized Graphical Kernel System.
For additional information on DFN,contact the
Central Project ManagementGroup at: DFN, Zentrale Projektleitung, Glienicker Strasse 100, I000
Berlin, F.R.G.
During the European Conference of
With reference to the RAREinitiative, it is important that the.distinction be madeclear that this
Ministers on 5-6 November1985 in Hanproject does not concern itself with the establishnover, a German proposal for the
ment of an international network per se, but rather
Europe-wide
extension of the German
a network infrastructure whereby presumably exresearch
network
was accepted. The
isting national networkswill be linked. This will be
elaborated upon in a subsequent issue of COM- following countries agreed to participate
PUTER COMPACTS.
in this EUREKAproject:
France,
For additional information on RARE,contact
Finland, the Netherlands, Austria,
the RARESecretariat,
James Martin Associates,
Swedenand Switzerland. Interest in the
De Boelelaan
873, 1082 RWAmsterdam, The
project
was also voiced by Denmark,
Netherlands.]

The European Scene

Greece, the United Kingdom, Ireland,
Italy, Luxembourg, Norway, Portugal,
Once again, the jungle of abbreviaSpain and Turkey.
tions we live in has been extended by
In the view of BMFT, the German
another word: RARE. RAREis taken
Ministry for Research and Technology,
from the French,
’RI~SEAUX
which funds the DFN,within the context
ASSOCII~S POUR LA RI~CHER,CHE of EUREKA,the responsibility
and
EUROPI~.ENNE’, which in English
management for individual
projects
means ’Joint European Research Netshould be with the developers and users
work.’
rather than with a supranational
A proposal for founding a European netorganization. The developers and users
work association
was made during a themselves should be able to decide upon
meeting of membersof national science
and realize the project in question.
network projects in the middle of May In order to realize such a networkproject
1985 in Luxembourg.
At that time, it was as quickly as possible, it was therefore
decided that the essential goal of this
considered a logical step to draw the

IKAIKE

group,

as

an association

developers and users, into the framework
of the EUREKAventure. The subsequent EUREKAconference was in May
1986 in Great Britain, at which time
strategies for the creation of a powerful
infrastructure for European science were
discussed. The second European Networkshop was held in Copenhagen from
26-28 May. BMFThas apparently agreed
that RAREshould act as an umbrella
organization for users and the Ministry
intends to hand over the responsibility
for the flow of information between national groups, the right for making
development proposals, and the right to
represent the project, to RARE.

Attitude of the DFN
The DFNmanagementis positive in its
attitudes regarding RAREand favors the
extension of the German Research Network to the European scene within the
EUREKAframework. Berlin has been
suggested as a possible location for a
Europeancoordinating office, as it is felt
that this would enable the optimal use of
DFN-Verein’s experience on the European scene.
According
to DFN management,
within the framework of EUREKA,
priority should be given to the establishment of ISO and CCITT-based networks
in those countries which currently lack a
national network infrastructure
and to
ensuring the compatibility of the various
national networks. The protocol profiles
worked out by the SPAG(Standard Promotion and Application Group-Siemens,
ICL, Bull, Nixdorf, and others) should
be taken into account during the
establishment of these networks, if possible. This should make the use of industrial products for electronic mail,
data transfer, and dialogue possible. In a
later phase, projects for rapid data communication in science, such as networking supercomputers, could be incorporated.
Taking all of these considerations into
account, the DFNmanagement’s position stresses the fact that German
development
work should not be
adversely affected and that the financial
framework of DFNshould be adapted to
meet these newchallenges in order to play
a role in the creation of a Europeannetwork infrastructure.

- definition of OSl protocols by international standards bodies (e.g., ISO,
CCITT);
- OSI protocols should be implemented
in their products by all manufacturers
involved;
- these protocols should be technically
and economically sound.

Experimental use of OSI X.25 (for
communication) and X.400 (for message
handling) protocols is being defined and
will be initiated on EARN
in April 1986.
This experimentation will be extended to
more sites and. to other OSI protocols as
these are defined. One of the objectives
of the EARNBoard is to complete the

migration to X.25 by the end of 1987, an
effort assisted by the IBMNetworking
Center in Heidelberg, FRG.
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